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ABSTRACT 
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices has been used as sensors for temperature, 
pressure, traces of vapor and gases as well as filters and resonators in communication 
systems. It has also been demonstrated as a corrosion sensor designed to monitor 
atmospheric corrosion of copper. In this work, ruggedness of SAW sensor will be 
further explored and applied to sense and monitor corrosion. As a deliverable, a novel 
technique to extract corrosion rate of iron using SAW sensor is demonstrated.  
SAW is typically generated and detected with inter-digital transducers (IDT) on a 
piezoelectric substrate. For sensing application, sensing elements are placed in between 
the IDTs. Any physical changes in the sensing elements, alter the frequency or phase 
of the detected SAW. The SAW is designed to be generated at pre-designed central 
frequency using impulse response (IR) model. The modulated SAW due to the changes 
to sensing element is then investigated using coupling of mode (COM) model. As 
expected, the thinning of sensing element showed a significant phase shift in SAW. 
Based on the design, SAW device is fabricated using typical lithography process. 
Its transfer characteristics i.e. transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients are then 
measured using vector network analyzer (VNA). In dry condition, the transfer 
characteristics are similar to the simulated ones. In partially wet condition i.e. a small 
corrosive droplet on the sensing element, the transfer characteristics are modulated and 
later saturated after a certain time. The modulation is believed to be due to the mass 
unloading effect i.e. thinning of metallic sensing element and evaporation of droplet. 
Analyzing the phase of S21 reveals that the unwrapped phase of S21 can be correlated 
with the thinning of metallic sensing element. From the correlation, a corrosion rate is 
determined. The corrosion rate obtained from this technique agrees reasonably well 




Permukaan gelombang akustik (SAW) peranti telah digunakan sebagai pengesan 
suhu, tekanan, kesan wap dan gas serta penapis dan resonator dalam sistem komunikasi. 
Ia juga telah ditunjukkan sebagai peranti kakisan direka untuk memantau kakisan 
atmosfera terhadap tembaga. Dalam karya ini, kebolehtahanan peranti SAW akan 
dikenal pasti dan digunakan untuk mengesan dan memantau kakisan di bawah 
penebatan. Satu teknik baru untuk mengekstrak kadar kakisan di bawah penebat haba 
atau pembalut terkandung menggunakan sensor SAW ditunjukkan. 
SAW biasanya dihasilkan dan dikesan dengan transduser antara digital (IDT) pada 
substrat piezoelektrik. Sebagai penggunaan, elemen penderiaan diletakkan di antara 
IDTs. Apa-apa perubahan fizikal dalam unsur-unsur penderiaan akan mengubah 
frekuensi atau fasa SAW. SAW ini direka untuk dijana pada frekuensi pusat pra-reka 
dengan menggunakan impuls respon (IR) model. SAW termodulat disebabkan oleh 
perubahan kepada unsur penderiaan kemudiannya disiasat menggunakan gandingan 
mod (KOM) model. Seperti yang dijangka, penipisan elemen penderiaan menunjukkan 
anjakan fasa penting dalam SAW. 
Berdasarkan reka bentuk, peranti SAW adalah rekaan menggunakan proses litografi 
biasa. Ciri-ciri pemindahan iaitu penghantaran S21 dan pekali pantulan S11 
kemudiannya diukur menggunakan vektor penganalisis rangkaian (VNA). Dalam 
keadaan kering, ciri-ciri pemindahan adalah sama dengan simulasi. Dalam keadaan 
separa basah iaitu titisan kecil menghakis pada elemen penderiaan, ciri-ciri pemindahan 
adalah termodulat dan kemudian tepu selepas masa yang tertentu. Modulasi ini 
dipercayai disebabkan oleh kesan massa memunggah iaitu penipisan elemen penderiaan 
logam dan penyejatan titisan. Menganalisis fasa S21 mendedahkan bahawa fasa yang 
belum dibungkus daripada S21 korelasi dengan penipisan elemen penderiaan logam. 
Dari korelasi, kadar kakisan ditentukan. Kadar kakisan yang diperolehi daripada teknik 
ini hamper menyamai dengan kadar kakisan yang diperolehi dari rintangan pengutuban 
linear teknik (LPR). 
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The chapter starts with motivation to develop a surface acoustic wave (SAW) based 
corrosion monitoring sensor. The problem with conventional corrosion monitoring 
techniques is given and then an alternative technique based on SAW delay line is 
proposed. Next, major objectives to develop SAW corrosion sensor is outlined. This is 
followed by scope of the work and its limitations. Finally, thesis organization is 
presented.    
1.1 Background  
Corrosion is a natural phenomenon that cannot be eliminated but can be minimized 
with constant monitoring and appropriate prevention measures. Corrosion is an 
electrochemical process, involving the oxidation of metals which results in metal loss. 
Corrosion can be divided into two major types; uniform corrosion and localized 
corrosion. Uniform corrosion is a form of corrosion that is uniformly taking place 
throughout the metal surface, whereas localized corrosion is restricted to a certain area, 
affecting the metal surface more robustly as compared to uniform corrosion. 
Corrosion exists in various industries, like shipping, airlines, oil and gas, damaging 
their assets by millions of dollars [1-4]. In particular, pipelines being one of major 
source of transportation of oil and gas are made of metal and heavily affected by 
corrosion [3]. According to failure statistics of United States transportation department, 
17% and 27% of reportable gas and liquid pipelines respectively face failures due to 
corrosion [5]. In Malaysia, an oil refinery in Malacca reported that CUI accounts for 
21% of cause for lost-of-containment within its plant from 2010 to 2011 [6]. In the 
United States, corrosion accounts for 22% of liquid spills from pipelines from 2002 to 
2011 [7]. Hence, aggressive monitoring and control of corrosion is recommended [8]. 
   
2 
1.2 Problem Statement 
For corrosion monitoring purposes, techniques utilizing corrosion coupons, 
electrical resistance (ER), linear polarization resistance (LPR) and electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are typically used [9]. Every technique has its own 
merits and demerits. On one hand some of these techniques can monitor only uniform 
corrosion like ER technique whereas the others cannot provide real time data like 
weight loss method. Some techniques require sophisticated data acquisition like EIS 
and some other requires high resolution of IR cameras and the skilled operator like 
thermal imaging technique. In addition, acoustic emission (AE), ultrasonic and Lamb 
wave based techniques are also used. These techniques use either bulk or surface 
acoustic wave (SAW) to be generated on piezoelectric material. The metal to be sensed, 
called sensing element is placed on the surface of piezoelectric material. 
 The acoustic and ultrasonic techniques require coupling medium between 
transducer and surface to be monitored to use time-of-flight method.  
 Although Lamb wave sensor does not need coupling of medium but as Lamb waves 
are highly dispersive in nature that makes measurements very complicated.  
 SAW sensor with copper as the sensing elements is demonstrated in previous work 
[10, 11]. However, for industrial applications like monitoring corrosion in pipelines, 
iron or carbon steel as sensing elements is preferred although no work on it has been 
reported yet. Therefore, there is a need to find an alternative and proven technique 
for this purpose. 
1.3 Motivation  
SAW devices have attracted much attention due to its versatility in electronic 
systems. It has been used as filters [12], resonators [13, 14] as well as sensors for 
temperature [15, 16], pressure [17, 18], traces of vapor [19, 20] and gases [21, 22]. SAW 
is generated and detected by finger-like metal electrodes called inter-digital transducers 
(IDTs) fabricated on the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. For sensing application, 
sensing elements are placed in between the IDTs. Physical changes, e.g., increase in 
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mass due to absorption in the sensing elements, strongly affect the frequency or phase 
of the detected SAW. This characteristic of SAW can be used to sense corrosion.  
1.4 Research Objectives 
The main objective of the project is to investigate a novel technique to monitor 
corrosion of metals using unwrapped phase of surface acoustic waves. This is achieved 
by meeting following sub-objectives: 
1. To design a SAW delay line at a pre-defined frequency using impulse-response 
(IR) model with the help of Matlab®. 
2. To simulate the effect of thinning of sensing element on frequency and phase of 
SAW using coupling-of-mode (COM) model with the help of Matlab®. 
3. To fabricate and characterize the SAW delay lines with and without sensing 
element.  
4. To extract the corrosion rate from measured phase of SAW and validate using 
LPR technique. 
1.5 Scope and Limitations 
This work mainly focuses on use of surface acoustic waves to detect corrosion of 
iron. A chemical reaction between iron and traces of NaCl results in the thinning of iron 
i.e. corrosion. Since corrosion is the process of deterioration of metallic sensing element 
i.e. gradual decrease in its thickness. The concept is therefore, used to measure 
simulated and measured phase shifts. Scope of corrosion is limited to this chemical 
reaction only. Further, thickness variation of iron due to corrosion is observed using 
FESEM and then corrosion rate is deduced from it. This corrosion rate is then correlated 
to the measured phase shift, thus detecting corrosion of iron.  
Since this is fundamental research for application of SAW as corrosion sensor, the 
research is done with following limitations: 
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 In the designing and simulations, the length of IDT fingers is so adjusted that 
overlap between fingers (acoustic aperture) remains constant. 
 The metallization ratio is constant to be 0.5 i.e. with equal finger width and 
spacing (Wf = Sf). 
 Experiment is performed at lab scale with room temperature and not in actual 
environment.    
 The central frequency of SAW sensor is dependent on finger width and velocity 
of SAW. The minimum achievable finger width using available fabrication 
facilities is limited to 5 µm which yields a maximum central frequency of 200 
MHz on lithium niobate (LiNbO3) substrate with velocity of 3997 m/s.  
 The thinning effect of sensing element due to corrosion is simulated using 
Matlab® by varying thickness of sensing element from a maximum value (non-
corroded) to zero (corroded). For simplicity, the thickness of sensing element is 
varied uniformly throughout the simulations. 
1.6 Thesis Organization 
The rest of the thesis is divided into 4 chapters. Chapter 2 gives the detailed 
background of SAW devices, their various configurations and applications. This is 
followed by description of models and mathematical equations to analyze frequency 
response of SAW sensors. A brief description of conventional corrosion monitoring 
techniques is then presented. A new technique based on SAW delay line is proposed to 
monitor corrosion.  
Chapter 3 covers the methodology to simulate, fabricate and characterize SAW 
delay lines. It starts with calculation of design parameters using IR model. COM model 
is then employed to simulate frequency response of SAW delay line. A layout is drawn 
in AutoCAD to fabricate two masks that are used to pattern IDTs and sensing element. 
This is followed by fabrication of SAW delay line using photolithography. A cost 
effective method to electrically and acoustically protect IDTs is then presented. Further, 
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the detail of experimental setup to characterize SAW delay lines in corrosive 
environment is given. Finally, experimental procedure to validate experimental results 
using LPR is outlined. 
Chapter 4 deals with simulated and measured results. It includes calculated design 
parameters using IR model, simulated frequency response of SAW delay lines and 
phase shift due to variations in the thickness of sensing element using COM model. It 
is followed by measured transmission characteristics of SAW delay line fabricated on 
128o YX LiNbO3 is given. Effect of process variations and acoustic wavelength on the 
frequency response of SAW delay line is then presented. Further, phase shift due to 
corrosion of iron is measured by exposing sensing delay line to corrosive environment. 
The measured and simulated phase shifts are then compared. The thickness variation in 
iron due to corrosion is then estimated using FESEM and EDX and correlated to the 
unwrapped measured phase shift. Finally, corrosion rate is obtained from unwrapped 
phase shift and validated with corrosion rate obtained from LPR.  
In chapter 5, summary of simulated and measured results is outlined. The validation 
of results using LPR and comparison with related work is also presented. The chapter 
is concluded with future recommendations.  
  




This chapter briefs about SAW devices and their applications to monitor corrosion. 
In the next section, introduction to SAW devices, its historical background, different 
configurations of SAW devices and models to analyze performance of SAW devices 
are presented. This is followed by details about corrosion and the available corrosion 
monitoring techniques. Finally, current situation and the proposed SAW based 
technique to monitor corrosion is presented.  
2.1 Acoustic Wave Devices 
Acoustic wave devices have attracted much attention due to its versatility in 
electronic systems. It has been used as filters [12], resonators [13, 14] as well as sensors 
for temperature [15, 16], pressure [17, 18], traces of vapor [19, 20] and gases [21, 22]. 
Since acoustic wave sensor uses mechanical or acoustic waves as their detection 
mechanism, the devices are therefore named as acoustic wave devices. An acoustic 
wave propagates on or underneath the surface of a piezoelectric material. The 
characteristics, either velocity or amplitude of these propagating waves alter due to 
variations in physical or chemical quantity on the surface of substrate. In turn, 
frequency or phase of acoustic waves varies. This variation in frequency or phase of 
acoustic wave then then be correlated to the corresponding physical or chemical 
quantity being measured. History of surface acoustic waves and models developed to 
analyze these devices are briefly discussed in next two sections.  
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2.1.1 Historical Background 
Surface acoustic waves (SAW) were discovered by Lord Rayleigh in 1885 [23]. 
This is why, SAW are also called Rayleigh waves. The propagation path was the main 
feature of these devices that attracted much attention because it can be used to generate, 
receive and change the characteristics of acoustic waves [24]. The SAW devices are 
being used since late 1960’s for the applications in band-pass and compression filters, 
resonators, oscillators, duplexers, convolvers and matched filters [24]. In 1963, planer 
surfaces to define transducers are proposed by Rowen and Mortley to generate surface 
waves rather than bulk waves [25, 26]. In 1965, White and Voltmer introduced Inter-
digital Transducers (IDTs) on the planer surface of piezoelectric substrate to generate 
surface acoustic waves [27]. The IDTs are comprised of metal electrodes and alternate 
electrodes are connected to same bus bar on the surface of piezoelectric substrate [27]. 
In 1969, Tancrell et al. introduces dispersive transducer on the surface of lithium 
niobate (LiNbO3) [28]. The variation in overlap of IDT fingers, known as apodization 
is also proposed to minimize side lobe levels in the frequency response of SAW devices 
[28]. Tancrell et al. also developed compression filters double electrode IDTs are 
proposed to minimize finger reflections and hence distortion [24]. Apodization can also 
be used to alter the frequency response of SAW devices and if the frequency response 
is translated into time domain, it can be used to determine IDT weight [29, 30]. In 1969, 
Maines et al. introduced first SAW oscillator using delay line with an amplifier which 
served as sensing element [31]. In 1974, Staples et al. proposed one-port and two-port 
resonators [32]. In the next section, a brief description of most common configuration 
of SAW devices is presented. 
2.1.2 Configuration of SAW Devices 
Typically there are three main configurations of SAW devices. These are delay 
lines, one-port and two-port resonators. A brief description of each configuration is 
given below. 
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2.1.2.1 SAW Delay Line 
A SAW delay line consists of two IDTs separated by a certain distance on the 
surface of piezoelectric substrate. When an AC signal is applied to input IDT, SAWs 
are generated due to converse piezoelectric effect and propagate towards output IDT. 
These SAWs are then converted back to electrical signal due to direct piezoelectric 
effect at output IDT. A typical SAW delay line is shown in Fig. 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1: Typical SAW delay line 
The delay time τ, is calculated by relation τ=L/Vo, where Vo is SAW velocity and L 
is the distance between input and output IDTs. The distance between two adjacent 
fingers of IDTs are kept at a quarter wavelength (λo/4) so that the generated by adjacent 
fingers should be added in-phase. The important design parameters of SAW delay line 
are finger width (Wf), finger length (Lf), finger spacing (Sf), acoustic aperture (Ha), 
period of IDT (P) and wavelength (λo) and given in Fig. 2.5 (b). The frequency response 
of SAW delay line is calculated by sinc function. The acoustic aperture Ha, is sometimes 
varied to suppress the side lobe levels in the frequency response of SAW delay line. 
Another configuration of SAW delay line is reflective SAW delay line as shown in Fig. 
2.2.  
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Figure 2.2: Reflective SAW delay line 
In reflective delay line only one IDT is used to generate and receive SAW. SAW 
are reflected back from reflectors placed at a certain distance from IDT. The major 
applications of reflective delay lines include RFID tags and wireless sensing systems 
[33].   
2.1.2.2  One-port Resonator 
One-port resonator consists of an IDT and two reflective gratings placed on either 
side of IDT. Fig. 2.3 depicts one-port resonator. The main design parameters of one-
port resonator include number of finger pairs in IDT, acoustic aperture, number of 
reflectors in the gratings, finger spacing between reflectors and cavity length. The 
cavity length is the spacing between reflectors and IDT on either side. Resonators are 
used as frequency control elements in sensors and filters for telecommunication systems 
[34].  
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Figure 2.3: One-port resonator 
2.1.2.3 Two-port Resonator 
Two-port resonators comprises of two IDTs and two reflector gratings on each side 
of these IDTs. Fig. 2.4 shows the typical configuration of two-port resonators. The 
design parameters of two-port resonator is same as that of one-port resonator and SAW 
delay line. The frequency response of two-port resonators is obtained by superimposing 
frequency responses of reflector gratings and input and output IDTs [35]. The frequency 
response of two-port resonator has an additional resonant peak at central frequency of 
IDT.   
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Figure 2.4: Two-port resonator 
2.2 Models to Analyze Performance of SAW Devices 
Various models were developed to investigate the performance of SAW devices. 
Tancrell and Holland proposed Delta function model in which a localized source is 
assumed to be present at edges of the electrodes [36]. The Delta function model was 
limited in a sense that transducer impedance cannot be obtained and therefore insertion 
loss cannot be guesstimated [36]. Smith et al. developed equivalent circuit based 
impulse response (IR) model in 1969 to overcome this issue [37]. However, this model 
is limited to first order simulations. Second order effects like finger reflections are not 
considered in this model.  
Coupling-of-mode (COM) model is the alternative model which is quite capable to 
consider the second order effects. This model was formerly developed for 
electromagnetics and optics [38, 39]. Haus and Wright, in 1980, utilized the COM 
model to investigate response of SAW reflective gratings [40]. This is followed by 
Chen and Haus in 1985 to simulate the SAW interdigital transducer (IDT) using COM 
model [41]. The COM equations are usually represented by P-matrix, also called 
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transmission matrix developed by Tobolka [42]. In this work, IR and COM models are 
used to calculate design parameters and simulate frequency response of proposed SAW 
delay line respectively. The detail description of these models are given in next sections. 
2.2.1 Impulse Response (IR) Model 
A SAW delay line consists of a pair of IDTs, IDTin generates the SAW whereas 
IDTout detects the propagating SAW. To distinguish the effect of corrosion, two delay 
lines will be considered. The first delay line is the reference delay line without the 
sensing element as shown in top portion of Fig. 2.5 (a). The second delay line is the 
‘sensing’ delay line with a sensing element placed in between the IDTs as in the bottom 
portion of Fig. 2.5 (a). Only this delay line will be exposed to the corrosive 
environment. The important design parameters related to the IDTs are schematically 
shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). These parameters include finger width (Wf), finger length (Lf), 
finger spacing (Sf), acoustic aperture (Ha), period of IDT (P) and wavelength (λo). In 
order to design SAW delay line, impulse-response model [43] is used. IR model is a 1st 
order model which is based on Mason equivalent circuit. IR model uses Fourier 
transform to determine frequency response H(f) of SAW devices. This model not only 
calculates important design but also provide information about radiation conductance, 
acoustic susceptance and insertion loss of SAW devices. However, IR model does not 
include second order effects like internal reflection of fingers etc. The limitations of 
this model are given below. 
1. IR model is only first order model that does not include any second order effects 
like reflections.  
2. This model is only effective for un-weighted (un-apodized) transducers.   
3. Acoustic aperture (finger overlap) is assumed to be constant. 
4. The metallization ratio between the fingers width and finger spacing is fixed at 
0.5.   
 




Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic of a SAW delay line with IDTin and IDTout and (b) Design 
parameters; finger width (Wf), finger spacing (Sf), period of IDTs (P), wavelength (λo), 
finger length (Lf), finger overlap (Ha) and bus bar height (B). 
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In the next section, common piezoelectric substrates, their properties and effect on 
performance of SAW devices is discussed. In addition to that, mathematical equations 
to calculate design parameters of SAW delay line are also presented. 
2.2.1.1 Choice of Piezoelectric Substrate 
Surface acoustic velocity Vo and electromechanical coupling coefficient 
(piezoelectric coefficient) K2 are determined by choosing a suitable piezoelectric 
substrate. These two parameters depend on crystal cut of piezoelectric substrate and 
strongly effect the performance of SAW. The properties of most common piezoelectric 
substrates are given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1: Properties of Most Common Piezoelectric Substrates [44] 





















SAW Velocity Vo 
(m/s) 
3158 3488 3997 4742 4212 
SAW Propagation 
Axis 
X Z X X X 
Piezoelectric 
Coefficient K2 
0.0016 0.045 0.056 0.113 0.047 
Capacitance/finger 
pair/unit length Co 
(pF/cm) 
0.503 4.5 5.0 - - 
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SAW velocity Vo is either minimum or maximum, depending on choice of crystal 
cut. Any variations in the crystal cut of substrate, results in change of SAW velocity Vo.  
The acoustic velocity Vo is used to control the central frequency fo of SAW while the 
piezoelectric coefficient K2 is responsible to convert electrical signal into mechanical 
energy [48]. It can be noted from Table 2.1 that 64o YX-LiNbO3 or 36o YX-LiTaO3 
have highest values for Vo and K2. However both of these piezoelectric substrates have 
Rayleigh (also called true SAW) and bulk waves (denoted as Leaky waves in Table 
2.1), propagating simultaneously. The bulk waves are reflected from the bottom of 
substrates and interfere with Rayleigh waves, thus generates Leaky SAW [49]. It means 
that 64o YX-LiNbO3 or 36o YX-LiTaO3 are less sensitive to any changes on their 
surfaces.  
On the other hand, 128o YX-LiNbO3 generate pure Rayleigh waves i.e. true SAW. 
Therefore, 128o YX-LiNbO3 is chosen for this work. It has high values for Vo and K2. 
The former will yield to high central frequency fo while later will efficiently transfer 
electrical energy into mechanical waves. However, high K2 also yields high insertion 
loss [48].  
2.2.1.2 Governing Equations to Calculate Design Parameters 
The governing equations that determine the design parameters are given as; 
 f fP W S   (2.1) 





















   (2.5) 
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where, Wf finger width, Sf finger spacing, P period of IDT, Vo SAW velocity, K2 
piezoelectric coefficient, BW bandwidth, λo wavelength, fo central frequency, Ha 
acoustic aperture, Rs source resistance, NP number of finger pairs, Lf length of finger, 
Cs capacitance per finger pair and Zo is impedance. 
IR model not only calculates design parameters but also gives the frequency 
response of SAW delay line using Mason equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2.6.  
 
Figure 2.6: Mason equivalent circuit for SAW delay line. Ga(f), Ba(f) and CT are 
radiation conductance, acoustic susceptance and total capacitance respectively. 
The governing equations to comute frequency response, conductance, susceptance, 
impedance, and other electrical parameters are given in (2.9)-(2.21). 
The frequency response of a single IDT can be computed by the sinc function using 
following equation [43], 
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In case of SAW delay line when two IDTs are used, the frequency response is 
calculated by combining the frequency response of input and output IDTs [43] and 
given as, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )T in outH f H f H f   (2.11)  
where HT(f), Hin(f) and Hout(f) are total frequency response of SAW delay line, 
frequency response of IDTin and frequency response of IDTout respectively. 
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 (2.12)  
The input admittance of SAW delay line has two parts; real and imaginary. The real 
part of admittance is called radiation conductance and is also calculated using sinc 
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Acoustic susceptance is the imaginary part of admittance and can be calculated by 
taking Hilbert transform of radiation conductance [43]. The governing equation is given 
as, 
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The variable X is given in (2.10). 












  (2.16)  
It can be noted from (2.16) that acoustic susceptance is normalized by radiation 
conductance. This is because, acoustic susceptance is zero at central frequency fo. 
The total admittance [50] of IDT is obtained by combining radiation conductance, 
acoustic susceptance and total capacitance of IDT. It is calculated using following 
equation,  
 ( ) (2 ( ))a T aY G f j f C B f       (2.17)  
The total capacitance is given as, 
 T P s aC N C H    (2.18)  
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 (2.19)  
The insertion loss of SAW delay line is calculated by radiation conductance Ga(f), 
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 (2.20)  
In case of mismatch between input and output impedances, an inductor is connected 
in series to null the static capacitance at central frequency fo. The value of inductor is 
calculated by [52], 











 (2.21)  
Since an IDT comprises of several metal fingers and spaces between them. SAWs 
are therefore reflected from the edges of fingers due to discontinuities of free and 
metallized regions. Further, SAW velocity is different in free and metallized regions 
which not only causes a shift in the central frequency fo but also affect the amplitude 
and phase of transmitted SAWs. IR model however, is only valid for ideal conditions 
and does not take care of the mentioned problems. Therefore, it is quite necessary to 
choose any other suitable model that can overcome the said issues and can compute 
complete response of SAW delay line. 
2.2.2 Coupling-of-mode (COM) Model 
Coupling-of-mode (COM) model is the most appropriate model which is quite 
capable to consider all the necessary aspects mentioned above. This model was 
formerly developed for electromagnetics and optics [38, 39]. Haus and Wright, in 1980, 
utilized the COM model to investigate response of SAW reflective gratings [40]. This 
is followed by Chen and Haus in 1985 to simulate the SAW interdigital transducer 
(IDT) using COM model [41]. The COM equations are usually represented by P-matrix, 
also called transmission matrix developed by Tobolka [42]. In the transmission matrix 
approach, each IDT is represented with two acoustic ports and one electrical port as 
shown in Fig. 2.7. 
 
Figure 2.7: Schematic of an IDT with two acoustic ports and one electrical port 
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 Two acoustic ports have incident and reflected waves represented by Ui-1 and Ui, 
the ‘+’ and ‘-’ signs indicating the forward and backward traveling directions, 
respectively. From this schematic it is obvious that the acoustic ports are best described 
using scattering parameters while the electrical port is best described by its admittance 
[53]. As a result, the mixed matrix represents the whole IDT. The transmission block 
diagram for reference delay line is shown in Fig. 2.8. 
 
Figure 2.8: Transmission matrix block diagram for reference delay line.  
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 (2.22)  
The [T] matrix for single finger is given as,  
  
Voltage  SAWAcoustic Port 
(Transfer Parameters)(S Parameters)
 





       













 (2.23)  
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The subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ in the transmission matrix refer to the acoustic ports and 
subscript ‘3’ refers to the electrical port. The above left sub-matrix defines the scattering 
of the incident waves. The coefficients t11 = t22 are reflection and t12 = t21 are 
transmission coefficients respectively. The remaining elements of the P-matrix 
represent the electrical properties of the device; t13 and t23 describe the electro-acoustic 
transfer function of the IDT. The components t31 and t32 determine the current generated 
in the IDT by the arriving waves. The t33, the admittance term, which relates the 
generated current to the applied voltage [42].  
Each finger in an IDT is divided into two sections, each of length ½λo. It is then 
further divided into two free regions (1/8λo) and one metalized region (1/4λo) as shown 
in Fig. 2.9. Each subsection is modeled by a transmission matrix. 
 
Figure 2.9: Schematic of single finger with impedances and SAW velocities in 
metalized and free regions 
In the single finger pattern of IDT, the length of free region is λo/8 and length of 
metalized region is λo/4. The SAW velocity in free and metalized regions is Vo and Vm 
respectively. The impedance in free and metalized regions is Zo and Zm respectively. 
The individual elements of the T matrix are given by, 
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 (2.25)  
 Asf , Bsf , Csf and Dsf are obtained by cascading the ABCD matrices for the free and 
metallized sections corresponding to a single finger. 
The ABCD matrix of a single finger is given as, 
 
Singlefinger free metalized free
A B A B A B A B
C D C D C D C D
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2.2.2.1 Self-coupling and Mutual-coupling Coefficients 
The thickness of finger h is usually in the range of 500-2000 Å. The ratio of film 
thickness and wavelength, h/λo has two effects on the propagation of SAW. First, the 
SAW velocity in free region Vo is different from SAW velocity in metalized region Vm 
which causes a shift in central frequency of SAW. Second, reflections occur at the edge 
and in-between the fingers due to discontinuities of free and metalized regions. These 
reflections results in the distortion of radiation conductance and acoustic susceptance 
[35]. 
2.2.2.2 Self-coupling Coefficient: Effect of h/λo on SAW Velocity  
SAW velocity is shifted due to three major factors; the mass loading effect, shorting 
of piezoelectric fields and perturbation of stiffness. The fractional change in velocity 
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 (2.31)  
Therefore, self-coupling coefficient can be defined as, 
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  (2.33)  
k11 is also called velocity shift coefficient. The normalized form of self-coupling 
coefficient is given by, 
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2.2.2.3 Mutual-coupling Coefficient: Effect of h/λo on Finger Reflections 
The discontinuities in metalized and free regions cause distortion in radiation 
conductance and susceptance. This is because of reflections at the edges of fingers and 
in-between the metal fingers themselves. These reflections can be described by defining 
mutual-coupling coefficient. 




k k k k
k
     (2.37)  
The normalized self-coupling and mutual-coupling coefficients for various 
piezoelectric substrates are given in Table 2.2. 




Table 2.2: Self-coupling and Mutual-coupling Coefficients for Common Piezoelectric 
















LiTaO3    
[46, 47] 
/
11pk  0.0004 0.018 0.022 0.052 0.0076 
/
11mk  0.02(h/λo) 0.30(h/λo) 0.091(h/λo) 0.18(h/λo) -0.0011(h/λo) 
/
11sk  7.9(h/λo)
2 - - 1.4(h/λo)2 3.6(h/λo)2 
/
12 pk  0.0001 0.0054 0.0064 0.0091 0.0069 
/
12mk  0.16(h/λo) 0.08(h/λo) 0.14(h/λo) 0.48(h/λo) 0.12(h/λo) 
/
12sk  - - - - 2.8(h/λo)
2 
It can be noted from (2.36) that SAW velocity in metalized region Vm depends on 
shifted velocity Va, whereas Va depends on self-coupling coefficient k11 given in (2.34) 
and (2.35). Coupling-coefficient k11 in turn depends on the thickness of metal finger h. 
The thickness of metal finger remains constant throughout simulations. However, the 
thickness is varied in case of sensing element which will be introduces afterwards. 
Transmission matrix for two fingers (finger pair) is obtained by cascading the 
transmission matrices for single finger and is given as, 
 
11 12 11 12 11 12
21 22 21 22 21 221 2
p
fingerpair
t t t t t t
T
t t t t t t
     
       
     
 (2.38)  
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13 13 1311 12
23 23 2321 22 1 2 1
* p
fingerpair
t t tt t
B
t t tt t
      
        
      
 (2.39)  




t t t t t t C
t t
 
   
 
 (2.40)  
   1333 33 1 33 2 31 32 331
23 2
( ) ( ) ( )fingerpair p
t
t t t t t t
t
 
     
 
 (2.41)  
2.2.2.4 Transmission Matrix for One IDT 














































 (2.42)  













 (2.43)  
2.2.2.5 Transmission Matrix for Delay between IDTs 
The delay between IDTin and IDTout is free region with Vo as SAW velocity. The 
transmission matrix for this region will be same as free region between the fingers, 
given in (2.26), (2.27) and (2.29). However, the distance df will be replaced by D. 
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 (2.44)  
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          
 

   

 (2.46)  
D is distance between IDTin and IDTout. 
2.2.2.6 Transmission Matrix for Reference Delay Line 
Transmission matrix for complete SAW delay line is obtained by cascading 
transmission matrices of IDTin, IDTout and delay between IDTs using (2.43), (2.44) and 
(2.46). 
        
_REF SAW IDTin delay IDTout
T T T T    (2.47)  
The amplitudes of acoustic wave at the left side of the input transducer is given by, 




U M U V K V
t
 
   
 
 (2.48)  
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[M] and [K] are given as, 
   1 2 3M t d t    (2.49)  






    
 
 (2.50)  
The currents in the input and output transducers are given as, 
     3 33 1( )in out inI P U L V t V    (2.51)  
    31 32 3 33 13 ( )out outI t t U t V   (2.52)  
[P] and [U] are given as,  
    31 32 2 31P t t d t    (2.53)  
      31 32 2 13 231 3L t t d t t    (2.54)  
The admittance or Y matrix is given as, 








 (2.55)  







































    
  

      
  

   
    
  
  
    
  
 (2.56)  
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 (2.57)  
The S parameters are then used to calculate Z parameters as; 
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 (2.58)  
The modified transmission and reflection coefficients S21 and S11 include 
impedances of the system Z and given as, 
 0 1221(mod ) 2




Z Z Z Z Z

 
   
 (2.59)  
 11 0 22 0 12 2111(mod )
11 0 22 0 12 21
( ) ( )
( Z ) (Z Z ) Z Z
ified
Z Z Z Z Z Z
S
Z
    

    
 (2.60)  
where. 
 0 50ΩZ   (2.61)  
The magnitude and phase of transmission coefficient S21 are given as, 
 ( )( ) 10 21(modified)21 20 logMagnitudeS S   (2.62)  
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 ( ) 21(modified)21 (S )PhaseS angle  (2.63)  
The magnitude and phase of reference delay line is computed using Matlab®. The 
simulated results are discussed in Chapter 4: Results and Discussion. The corrosion, its 
importance, monitoring techniques and proposed SAW based technique to sense and 
monitor corrosion is described in Section 2.3. 
2.3 Corrosion and Its Monitoring Techniques 
Corrosion is deterioration of a material due to chemical or electrochemical reaction 
between the material and its environments which leads to gradual loss in material. Most 
of the metals by nature are chemically stable and occur in stabilized oxides form. When 
exposed to oxygen, they will try to revert to their natural oxide state e.g. in the case of 
iron, the oxides will be in the form of ferrous or ferric oxide, commonly known as rust. 
A variety of forms of corrosion exist, ranging from a generalized attack over the entire 
surface of metal to a severe concentrated attack. General corrosion is the most common 
form of corrosion. It reveals itself in an overall attack of the metal surface with no clear 
concentrations. An example is the effect of atmospheric corrosion. Pitting corrosion 
appears in a localized, concentrated attack and has the form of holes or cracks. Crevice 
corrosion occurs in shielded areas where inactive corrosive electrolyte builds up e.g. 
corrosion under bolt heads, gasket surfaces, and overlapping metal connections. 
Erosion-corrosion is a combination of electrochemical and mechanical break that 
occurs in environments of high fluid velocities or mechanical movement between two 
metals. Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) occurs in the pattern of weak cracks in a 
normally sound material during the instantaneous action of a tensile stress and a 
corrosive environment.  
Corrosion affects major industries like transportation, oil and gas, causing millions 
of dollars in damages. In Malaysia, an oil refinery in Malacca reported that CUI 
accounts for 21% of cause for lost-of-containment within its plant from 2010 to 2011 
[6]. In the United States, corrosion accounts for 22% of liquid spills from pipelines from 
2002 to 2011 [7]. Hence, aggressive monitoring and control of corrosion is 
recommended [8]. 
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 Proper monitoring of structures for corrosion performance and taking suitable 
measures at the appropriate time can save enormous amount of money. Quality control, 
maintenance and planning for the restoration of these pipes need non-destructive 
inspections and monitoring techniques that detect the corrosion at an early stage. 
Moreover, corrosion monitoring can give complete information of changing condition 
of a structure in time. So the ultimate goal is how to detect corrosion as it occurs on the 
surface of the structure. 
2.3.1 Corrosion Monitoring Techniques 
Corrosion is a spontaneous process which cannot be completely stopped. However, 
it can be slow down. The process of deceleration of the corrosion cannot be managed 
without tools such as corrosion sensors, thus, mandating their development and use. A 
brief description of commonly used corrosion monitoring techniques which include 
visual, radiographic, thermal imaging, weight loss, electrical resistance, linear 
polarization resistance, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and acoustic 
techniques are outlined. 
2.3.1.1 Visual/optical Method 
Visual testing (VT) is the basic and simple non-destructive technique (NDT). VT 
is used for the detection of surface flaws and discontinuities in test specimen. The 
effectiveness of the technique can be enhanced through the aid of various tools as 
mirrors, magnifiers, fiber scopes, cameras etc. The corrosion at very initial stage cannot 
be detected as it’s too small to see with naked eye [54]. 
2.3.1.2 Radiographic Method: 
Penetrating gamma radiation and X-rays are used to produce images of physically 
metallic components in the radiation path. The actual thickness of such components can 
be obtained from the projected image. These radiographs can be compared with those 
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of the undamaged elements to measure the degree of corrosion. Present detection 
methods are profile radiography, ultrasonic thickness measurements, insulation 
removal, infra-red, neutron backscatter and real-time X-ray & radioactive radiographic 
devices [55]. 
2.3.1.3 Thermal Imaging: 
Hidden corrosion is detected using thermo graphic imaging or time-resolved 
thermography. It can scan large areas with relatively high throughput to provide macro 
view of structure. Although fast, safe, and non-intrusive, thermo graphic images are 
usually fuzzy. Layered structures are also a problem. The precision and reliability are 
dependent on the resolution of infrared cameras and the skill of the operator. Further a 
reference standard is required to interpret the image [55]. 
2.3.1.4 Weight Loss Method (Corrosion Coupon): 
In this method a metallic coupon is weighed before it interacts with the corrosive 
environment and then left to corrode. After some specific time the corroded coupon is 
weighed again. The difference in weight is used to determine the corrosion rate. 
Weight-loss method is limited to uniform corrosion detection only. Furthermore, this 
method does not provide real time data to determine corrosion rates[9, 56]. 
2.3.1.5 Electrical Resistance (ER): 
As the name suggests this method is based on the measurement of electrical 
resistances of corroded and non-corroded materials. Material loss occurs as it corrodes. 
Thus the cross sectional area of material decreases and as a result its resistance 
increases. This resistance is compared with the resistance of the original non corroded 
material. The difference in resistances with respect to time is used to determine the 
corrosion rate. Although ER method provides real time data, it is limited to uniform 
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corrosion rate only. Non-uniform corrosion like pitting, crevice or stress corrosion 
cannot be determined by ER method [56]. 
2.3.1.6 Linear Polarization Resistance (LPR): 
Linear polarization resistance (LPR) is an electrochemical corrosion monitoring 
technique in which an electrochemical excitation is applied to an electrode and response 
of this electrode against a reference electrode is used to measure the corrosion rate. The 
excitation can either be voltage excitation or current. In the case of voltage excitation a 
small voltage is applied to the electrode in increasing steps and the resulting current 
response is measured. The electrode potential moves away from the corrosion potential 
hence it is polarized. The resulting resistance is called polarization resistance. 
Polarization resistance is the slope of the current potential plotted against the corrosion 
potential. LPR is limited to uniform corrosion detection only. Localized corrosion 
makes the LPR measurements obscured. Another limitation of LPR is that it requires a 
sufficient conductive liquid for corrosion monitoring. This condition makes LPR not 
suitable for less conductive corrosive environments e.g. corrosion under thin films or 
under coatings etc. [57]. 
2.3.1.7 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS): 
It is also an electrochemical technique which is almost similar to LPR. The only 
difference is that the sensing element or the working electrode is polarized by applying 
an alternating potential which in turn produces an alternating current response. The 
frequency range of the applied alternating potential is typically between 0.1 Hz to 100 
kHz with the polarization level from 10mV to 50mV. As result of ac polarization EIS 
measures the resultant impedance which provides the solution and polarization 
resistance separately. EIS can measure corrosion rates effectively in high resistive and 
low conductive electrolytes. Although EIS is a very established technique, its use in 
field tests is still limited mainly due to the large and sophisticated data acquisition and 
analysis equipment [58]. 
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2.3.1.8 Ultrasonic and Acoustic Methods: 
Acoustic wave devices have been used to study atmospheric and aqueous corrosion 
of thin metal films. By monitoring the change in propagation velocity of a surface 
acoustic wave (SAW), atmospheric corrosion can be recorded. By exciting the same 
substrate at a different frequency, a shear horizontal acoustic plate mode (SH-APM), is 
also used to monitor corrosion of aluminum in an aqueous sodium hydroxide 
environment [59]. Acoustic emission (AE) is produced as the temporary elastic 
radiation by a microscopic deformation process in the materials. AE pulses radiate at 
the speed of sound in all directions from the generation point. When this elastic 
radiation intrudes on a surface, it produces a displacement that can be detected and 
measured by an appropriate sensor. AE sensors are based on piezo-ceramic transducers, 
which transforms physical displacement into voltage. Stress-corrosion cracks, cleavage 
breakage, or ductile cracks in materials can be detected using this method. It has the 
ability to detect short cracks, and thus is capable of indicating early stages of crack 
growth [60]. 
Another technique, which utilizes point source excitation and detection of Lamb 
waves through dry, elastic contacts, has been used to monitor thickness changes of 
plate-like structure. A pair of pin transducers is used to excite and detect the Ao mode 
Lamb wave in a pipe wall and the wave velocity is obtained by time-of-flight technique. 
Any change in plate thickness can be detected by the change in the Lamb wave velocity. 
However as Lamb waves have dispersive nature, it is difficult to excite a single mode 
at any given frequency which makes measurements complex [61]. 
2.3.2 Current Situation 
Current technique to prevent loss of containment (LoC) due to corrosion is using 
Risk Based Inspection (RBI). Inspection is done periodically with the period predicted 
based on previous data as well as assessment of the piping conditions and environments. 
From Mar 2010 – Feb 2011, out of 29 LoC in one of PETRONAS refinery, 21% is due 
to corrosion [6]. In the same PETRONAS refinery case, out of ~18,000 tagged pipes, 
~720 or 4% need to be inspected every 3 years while another ~5400 (30%) need to be 
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inspected every 6 years. This requires extensive resources, i.e., inspectors to erect 
scaffolding for elevated areas, remove & re‐instate insulations, and visually inspect the 
pipe.  
2.3.3 Proposed Technique to Monitor Corrosion 
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) device is proposed as an alternative to the currently 
available as well as recently developed techniques to detect corrosion. The SAW delay 
line for corrosion monitoring is shown in Fig. 2.5. It essentially has metallic fingers 
typically known as IDTs. The size of the fingers, separation between fingers, and a few 
other parameters determine the frequency of the SAW launched when the IDT is biased 
with an alternating signals.  
For corrosion sensing application in petrochemical industries, the IDTs will be 
made of corrosion resistant metals such as nickel or platinum while the sensing element 
will be made of iron or carbon steel similar to the pipeline itself. Initial simulation work 
has shown that SAW device is capable of sensing the thinning of the sensing element, 
i.e. corrosion that is taking place. It is also shown via simulation work that SAW device 
operating at high frequency is more sensitive than the one operating at low frequency 
[62, 63].  
It is noted that the fundamental works of SAW devices have become textbook 
materials. However, the exploratory work on developing SAW device as a corrosion 
sensor and this ability to detect corrosion using SAW devices may lead to new 
techniques as well as devices which have potential application in multi-billion dollar 
shipping, aircraft, petrochemical, and oil & gas industries. 
2.4 Summary  
In this chapter introduction to SAW devices, their background, their various 
configurations and models to analyze their performance along with mathematical 
relations. The governing equations to calculate design parameters using IR model are 
presented. This is followed by description of COM model. The governing equations to 
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simulate SAW delay lines using COM model are presented. In addition, effect of 
sensing element on SAW velocity is explained using mathematical relations. A 
complete transmission matrix to define SAW delay line, its IDTs, delay between IDTs 
and sensing element is outlined. Further, corrosion and its importance, its monitoring 
techniques and the proposed SAW based technique and its potential application to 
monitor corrosion is presented.  
 
  




This chapter deals with the design aspects, modeling, simulation and fabrication of 
SAW delay lines. In the Section 3.1, calculations of design parameters of SAW delay 
line using IR model is presented. In Section 3.2, COM model to simulate thinning effect 
of sensing element and governing equations for sensing delay line are given. In Section 
3.3, fabrication process for reference and sensing delay lines is described in detail. In 
Section 3.4, experimental setup and pre-requisites to measure frequency response of 
SAW delay lines in non-corrosive and corrosive environments is presented. Finally, in 
Section 3.5 procedure to validate the experimental results is outlined. 
3.1 Calculation of Design Parameters using IR Model 
The process flow to design and simulate SAW delay line using IR and COM models 
is given in Fig. 3.1. It starts with design requirements which includes substrate and 
fabrication constraints. The design parameters are calculated using IR model. The effect 
of thinning of sensing element on frequency and phase of SAW is then computed using 
COM model.   
The important design parameters related to the IDTs are schematically shown in 
Fig. 2.5 (b). The design parameters need to be properly optimized to launch a SAW. 
They depend on intrinsic properties of piezoelectric substrate as well as available 
fabrication facility. In the following section, the constraints imposed by available 
fabrication facility are given and then IR model is applied to optimize the design 
parameters. 
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Figure 3.1: Process flow for designing and simulation of SAW delay line 
End
Simulation of 
SAW Delay Line 















 Substrate Constraints: SAW Velocity Vo, 
Capacitance per finger pair/unit length Co, 
Piezoelectric Coefficient K2, Substrate Thickness 
Thk
 Available Fabrication Facility and Its Constraints
 Wf (min)=Sf (min)=5 µm
 Dimensions of SAW Delay Line
 Finger Width Wf,
 Finger Spacing Sf,
 Period of IDT P,
 Acoustic Wavelength λo,
 Central Frequency fo,
 Bandwidth BW,
 No. of Finger Pairs NP,
 Acoustic Aperture Ha,
 Finger Length Lf, 
 Delay between IDTs D, 
 Length of Sensing Element LFE, 
 Width of Sensing Element WFE
 Implementation of Impulse-response (IR) Model
 Results:  f0, IL, BW
 Implementation of Coupling-of-Mode (COM) 
Model
 Reference (without Sensing Element) Delay Line
 Results:  fo, BW,IL,S21REF, S11REF, ΦREF 
 Sensing (with Sensing Element) Delay Line




 Configuration of SAW Devices:
 SAW Delay Line
 SAW Reflectors
 One-port SAW Resonator
 Two-port SAW Resonator
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3.1.1 Design Constraints Imposed by Piezoelectric Substrates 
The intrinsic properties of piezoelectric materials include piezoelectric coefficient 
K2, capacitance per finger pair per meter Cs and surface acoustic velocity Vo. These 
characteristics of piezoelectric materials behave as constraints during design of sensor. 
In our design, two types of piezoelectric substrates, 500 µm thick single crystal Y cut 
128o rotated Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) and 110 μm thick Polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) are used. The constants imposed by these two substrates are summarized in 
Table 3.1. 













Thickness   
t  (μm) 
128o YX-
LiNbO3 
0.056 0.50 3997 500 
PVDF 0.15 0.56 1400 110 
3.1.2 Design Constraints Imposed by Available Fabrication Facility 
The central frequency of sensor depends upon two main factors; the properties of 
piezoelectric substrate and finger width/spacing. In other words, these are two major 
constraints prior to design a sensor. The former is given in the previous section whereas 
the latter is explained in this section. The available fabrication facility is capable to 
produce a minimum finger width/spacing (minimum feature size) to be 5 μm. i.e.  
 (min) (min) 5 μmf fW S   (3.1)  
Therefore, period of IDT will be. 
 10 μmf fP W S    (3.2)  
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The wavelength is then calculated by, 
 0(min) 2 20 μmP     (3.3)  










    (3.4)  
The frequency response, radiation conductance, acoustic susceptance and insertion 
loss are computed in Matlab® (See appendix A) using IR model as given in chapter 2. 
The results are discussed in Chapter 4: Results and Discussion. 
3.2 Simulation of SAW Delay Line using COM Model 
In this section, the thinning effect of sensing element due to corrosion using COM 
model is demonstrated. Initially, a sensing delay line is introduced which include a 
sensing element in between the IDTs. The transmission matrix for sensing element is 
then developed and effect on SAW velocity due to introduction of sensing element is 
presented. Finally, the complete transmission matrix for sensing delay line is 
established.   
3.2.1 Transmission Matrix for Reference (without sensing element) SAW Delay 
Line 
For a reference SAW delay line (without sensing element), three transmission 
matrices are formed i.e. transmission matrix for input IDT, output IDT and delay 
between IDTs and then cascaded to obtain complete matrix. This matrix represents 
reference SAW delay line. The COM equations for reference delay line are described 
in chapter 2. 
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3.2.2 Transmission Matrix for Sensing (with sensing element) SAW Delay Line 
In the sensing delay line, a sensing element is introduced in between IDTin and 
IDTout as shown in Fig. 2.5 (a). The transmission block diagram for sensing element is 
shown in Fig. 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2: Transmission block diagram for sensing delay Line. Ds1, Ds2 and DSE are 
the distances before, after the length of sensing element respectively. 
The matrix [T] represents the transmission matrix. The subscripts IDTin and IDTout 
represents input and output IDTs. Ds1 is the distance between IDTin and sensing element 
and Ds2 is the distance between sensing element and IDTout. DSE represents length of 
sensing element. Transmission matrices for IDTin and IDTout remains same as used in 
reference delay line whereas the transmission matrices for delays before and after 















      (3.6)  
1sD  and 2sD  are the distances before and after sensing element respectively as 
shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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3.2.2.1 Transmission Matrix for Sensing Element  
Similarly, transmission matrix for sensing element can be calculated using (2.44), 








      (3.7)  
It can be noted from (3.7) that the distances before and after sensing element Ds1 
and Ds2 are replaced by DSE; the length of sensing element. It is also important to note 
that SAW velocity is changed from Vo to VSE (VSE = Vm).   
3.2.2.2 Variations in Coupling-coefficient and SAW Velocity due to Sensing Element 




0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
SE SE
SE p m s
dV dV dV h dV h
V V V V 
   
       
   
 (3.8)  
where, hSE is the thickness of sensing element. 
The normalized self-coupling coefficient is then given by, 
 / / / /1111 11 11 11
0
SE
SE pSE mSE sSE
k
k k k k
k
     (3.9)  
The average shift in SAW velocity due to sensing element is, 
 /0 11(1 k )aSE SEV V   (3.10)  








  (3.11)  
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 (3.12)  
It can be noted from (3.8) - (3.12) that VSE is directly depending on thickness of 
sensing element hSE, therefore any variations in hSE due to corrosion will affect the 
velocity of SAW at sensing element. This variation in velocity will then be used to 
calculate phase change in the transmitted SAW. The transmission matrix for sensing 
delay lines can be obtained using (2.47) as, 
        2SENS_ 1 [ ] [ ]SE DsSAW IDTin Ds IDToutT T T T T T      (3.13)  
The magnitude and phase of transmission coefficient S21 is computed from (2.62) 
and (2.63) using Matlab® (See appendix B). The results are discussed in Chapter 4: 
Results and Discussion. 
3.3 Fabrication and Characterization Processes for Reference and Sensing Delay 
Lines 
A mask is prepared according to layouts before photolithography is done. The 
layouts are drawn using AutoCAD® and converted to DXF files. These layouts are then 
sent to foundry to fabricate a chrome mask. Two masks; a positive and a negative, are 
fabricated to transfer IDTs and sensing element respectively. The layouts for masks are 
shown in results and discussion chapter. A typical process flow to fabricate and 
characterize SAW delay line is shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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 Drawing Mask layout using AutoCAD
 Mask 1: Negative mask to pattern IDTs
 Mask 2: Positive mask to pattern sensing 
element (SE) 
 Patterning of IDTs (Reference Delay Line)
 Patterning of IDTs and SE (Sensing Delay 
Line )
 SE: Sensing Element 
 Dimension measurements using field 
emission scanning electron microscopy 
(FESEM)
 Preparation of PCB platform
 Mounting SMA connectors to platform
 IDTs protection using Piezo-PVDF sheet
 Connecting pads of SAW delay line using 
conducting epoxy
 Frequency response measurements using 
Vector Network Analyzer (VNA)
 Measurements of fo, IL, BW
 Measurements of S21REF, S11REF, ΦREF, 
S21SE, S11SE and ΦSE 
 Measurement of Phase shift ΔΦ between 
reference and sensing delay lines 
 Comparison of Simulated and Measured 
Phase shift ΔΦ for reference and sensing 
delay lines 
 Thickness measurement of non-corroded 
iron (Fe) sample using FESEM 
 Immersion of non-corroded Fe sample in 
brine solution for 30, 60 and 90 min




 Measurement of thickness difference 
between non-corroded and corroded Fe 
samples
 Estimation of corrosion rate of Fe
 Correlating ΔΦ with corrosion rate of Fe
NO
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3.3.1 Fabrication Process to Pattern IDTs on 128o YX LiNbO3 Substrate 
SAW delay lines are fabricated on 128o YX LiNbO3 using photolithography or 
optical lithography. In this process, a pattern of IDTs from a photo mask is transferred 
to light sensitive photoresist with the help of ultraviolet (UV) light. The material is then 
developed to remove photoresist followed by etching process to get desired structure. 
The detailed fabrication process to pattern IDTs on the surface of 128o YX LiNbO3 
is shown in Fig. 3.4. Initially, acetone and isopropyl alcohol is used to clean LiNbO3 
substrate. The substrate is then dried using a blower. Next, 400-500 nm thick aluminum 
is deposited onto the substrate using thermal evaporator. The defects in the metalized 
LiNbO3 substrate are minimized by annealing the substrate at 100 oC for 90 sec. PR1-
2000A photoresist is then coated on the metalized LiNbO3 using spin coater. Later, it 
is baked at 100 oC for 90 sec. Next, IDTs are patterned by exposing photoresist to UV 
light, followed by development of photoresist in RD6 developer and wet etching of the 
unwanted metals. Finally, acetone is used to strip off the photoresist leaving behind 
IDTs made of the metallic fingers. The same process is adopted to pattern IDTs on 
PVDF as well. However, since PVDF substrate came pre-metalized with gold, it does 
not need to go through the metallization process, given in Step 2 of Fig. 3.4. 
3.3.2 Fabrication Process to Pattern Sensing Element on 128o YX LiNbO3 
Substrate 
The pattern of sensing element is transferred on the substrate using same 
lithography process as adopted in patterning of IDTs. However, in this case, etching 
process is replaced by lift-off process. The details are shown in Fig. 3.5. The process is 
started with coating of photoresist which covers the complete SAW delay line including 
IDTs. The substrate is then baked at 100 oC for 90 sec. It is followed by exposing the 
photoresist by UV light to pattern sensing element in between the two IDTs as shown 
in Fig. 3.5 step 3. Next, the exposed photoresist is developed in RD6 developer. This is 
followed by depositing iron (Fe) metal on the substrate using thermal evaporator. 
Finally, unnecessary photoresist and Fe is removed by lift-off process to get sensing 
delay line. The recipes and equipment used in fabrication process is given in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.4: Photolithography process to pattern IDTs on 128o YX LiNbO3  
 
Figure 3.5: Photolithography process to pattern sensing element in between IDTs on 
128o YX LiNbO3 
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Table 3.2: The Recipes and Equipment used in Fabrication Process 
Process Equipment/Chemical Recipes 
Cleaning Ultrasonic beaker/IPA ~ 5 min 
Metallization Thermal evaporator I=5-7 A for 20-30 sec 
Photoresist coating Spin coater 3000 rpm 
Soft bake Hot plate ~100 oC for 90 sec 
UV exposure Mask Aligner 10 sec 
Development Beaker/RD6 developer ~ 90 sec 
Wet etching Beaker/Al etcher ~ 3-4 min 
Strip-off photoresist Spin coater/Acetone ~ 30 sec 
Lift-off Spin coater/Acetone ~ 60 sec 
3.4 Experimental Setup to Characterize SAW Delay Lines 
In this section, the experimental setup to measure frequency response of fabricated 
SAW delay lines in corrosive and non-corrosive environments is demonstrated. It starts 
with measurement setup, followed by electrical and acoustic protection of IDTs, 
preparation of brine solution and process flow to determine corrosion rate.  
3.4.1 Measurement Setup to Characterize SAW Delay Line 
An FR-4 printed circuit board (PCB) is used to serve as platforms for SAW devices. 
The PCB contains a thin layer of copper. The copper layer on the PCB acts as an 
electrical ground to minimize electromagnetic feed-through. The SAW delay lines 
fabricated on LiNbO3 and PVDF are placed on the PCB. SMA connectors are soldered 
to the PCB using conventional solder. The SAW devices are then mounted on that PCB 
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platform. The pads of SAW device are bonded to SMA connectors with the help of 
conductive silver epoxy. Next, an Agilent 8712ET VNA is calibrated for a range of 10 
MHz – 350 MHz and transfer characteristics of the SAW delay lines are measured.  
3.4.2 Electrical and Acoustic Protection of IDTs 
In order to measure the frequency response of SAW delay lines in corrosive 
solution, IDTs must be protected to avoid electrical shorting as well as acoustic wave 
attenuation in liquids. This goal is achieved with the help of 110 μm thick piezo-PVDF 
sheet. A piezo-polymer (PVDF) strip, equal to the size of IDTs, is placed carefully on 
the IDTs such that it completely covers the IDTs while the pads of SAW DL are kept 
uncovered so that the connection will be made afterwards. 
The substrate is then placed on a hot plate and temperature is raised from room 
temperature of 25 oC to 50 oC for 3-4 min. The PVDF is started melting and the 
temperature is further increased to 70 oC for 2-3 min. At this stage, PVDF is attached 
to IDTs and LiNbO3 substrate. Finally, the temperature is lowered back to room 
temperature of 25 oC in 2-3 min. The protected SAW delay line is then placed on PCB 
platform and connections are made as discussed earlier.  
3.4.3 Preparation of Brine Solution 
A brine solution is prepared by mixing sodium chloride (NaCl) and deionized (DI) 
water. Typical concentration is 3-3.5% which is similar to sea water. However, at lab 
scale the corrosion process of Fe is expedited by increasing brine solution concentration 
to 10%. The high concentration results in rapid corrosion of Fe and makes easy to 
observe variations in the phase of transmitted SAW.  
The protected SAW delay line is then dipped inside this solution and frequency 
response is measured. Further, a micro-liter (μL) droplet of this solution is dispensed 
on the surface of iron and phase of SAW is measured to observe effect of corrosion. 
Further, brine solution is dispensed on dummy samples of Fe and thickness variations 
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are observed using FESEM. The measured phase is correlated to the thickness of Fe 
and corrosion rate is estimated. The detailed results are discussed in next chapter. 
3.4.4 Process Flow to Determine Corrosion Rate of Fe  
Process flow to determine corrosion rate of Fe is shown in Fig. 3.6. The process 
starts with measurement of phases for reference and sensing delay lines during the 
corrosion process. The measured phase is then unwrapped correlated to the thickness 
variations in Fe. This is followed by measurement of phase difference between 
reference and sensing phases. This phase difference is referred as phase shift.  The 
derivative of phase shift with respect to time gives corrosion rate which is then validated 
with the help of linear polarization resistance (LPR) technique. The results are 
discussed in Chapter 4: Results and Discussion. 
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 Unwrapped phase for sensing delay line is 
correlated to thickness loss of Fe
 1800o phase ~= 90 nm thickness loss 
 Corrosion rate of Fe is determined using 
unwrapped phase shift ΔΦ and thickness of 
Fe
 Correlating to thickness loss gives 




 Measured Phase for reference and sensing 
delay lines is Unwrapped 




 Difference (Shift) between phase for 
reference (evaporation) and sensing 
(evaporation and corrosion) delay lines is 
calculated
 i.e. UW(ΔΦ) = Φ_RUN1 - Φ_REF 






 Derivative of phase shift is taken with 
respect to time
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3.5 Experimental Setup to Validate Corrosion Rate of Fe using LPR  
Linear polarization resistance (LPR) is one of the established corrosion monitoring 
technique based on electrochemical process and described earlier in chapter 2. The 
experimental setup to measure corrosion rate of Fe using LPR is shown in Fig. 3.7. The 
corroding electrode is Fe sample with an area of 4.68 cm2 while concentration of brine 
solution is kept same (10%) as used in case of FESEM.  
 
Figure 3.7: Experimental setup to measure corrosion rate of Fe using LPR 
A potentiostat is used in the LPR based experiment in which potential is varied 
between reference and corroding (Fe sample) electrodes and in turn, corrosion current 
is measured between corroding and counter electrodes as shown in Fig. 4.11. The 
corrosion current is measured for continuous 4 hours and plotted as a function of applied 
potential. The slope of this I-V curve yields LPR corrosion resistance which is then 
used to obtain corrosion rate. The corrosion rate obtained from measured phase is 
validated by corrosion rate observed using LPR.  
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3.6 Summary  
This chapter describes the detailed process to design, simulate, fabricate and 
characterize SAW delay lines. The design requirements, substrate and fabrication 
constraints are outlined for calculation of design parameters using IR model. A sensing 
element is then introduced in between the two IDTs and its COM equations are 
presented. Then, the detailed fabrication process to pattern IDTs and sensing element 
is given. This is followed by experimental setup to measure frequency response of SAW 
delay lines. The method to protect IDTs of SAW delay line is then illustrated prior to 
measure frequency response in corrosive environment. Finally, LPR based technique is 
described to observe corrosion of Fe for validation purpose.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, simulated and measured frequency response of reference and 
sensing SAW delay lines is presented.  The simulated frequency response of SAW 
delay lines using IR and COM models are given in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 covers the 
mask layout and fabricated devices. Measured frequency response of reference and 
sensing delay lines in dry environment is given in Section 4.3. Next, electrical and 
acoustic protection of IDTs and frequency response measurements in liquid is given in 
Section 4.4. This is followed by frequency response measurements in corrosive 
environment, presented in Section 4.5. Thickness measurement of corroded and non-
corroded Fe to estimate corrosion rate is outlined in Section 4.6.  The determination of 
corrosion rate using unwrapped phase of SAW is given in Section 4.7 followed by 
chapter summary in Section 4.8.
4.1 Simulated Frequency Response of Reference and Sensing SAW Delay Lines  
In this section, frequency response of reference (without sensing element) and 
sensing (with sensing element) delay lines is presented. The design parameters are 
calculated using impulse-response (IR) model followed by simulation of transmission 
coefficients. Coupling-of-mode (COM) model is then applied to simulate transmission 
as well as reflection coefficients of both reference and sensing SAW delay lines. The 
effect of finger reflection, central frequency and phase variations due to introduction of 
sensing element between the IDTs is presented. The simulated phase due to thinning of 
sensing element is computed and an unwrapping technique is applied to unwrap 
simulated phase. The effect of central frequency on phase change is then described. 
 Table 4.1 summarizes the design parameters that has been calculated using 
Impulse-Response (IR) model [43]. It shows a variety of SAW devices, namely Device 
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A-E that are designed at different finger width, spacing, and wavelength, and therefore 
should operate at different central frequencies, fo. The calculated feature sizes of the 
SAW delay lines are summarized in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1: Calculated Design Parameters of SAW Delay Lines 
Name  A B C D E 
Finger Width (Wf) μm 5 8 11 18 25 
Finger Spacing (Sf) μm 5 8 11 18 25 
Period of IDT (P) μm 10 16 22 36 50 
Wavelength (λo) μm 20 32 44 72 100 
Central Frequency (fo) 
MHz 
LiNbO3 199.85 124.90 90.84 55.51 39.97 
PVDF 70.00 43.75 31.81 19.44 14 
Note also that a device with same wavelength operates at different central 
frequencies for LiNbO3 and PVDF substrates. This means that the variation in central 
frequencies not only depends on wavelength of the device but also on the choice of 
piezoelectric substrate. It is also important to note that maximum central frequency lies 
at minimum finger width and spacing (minimum feature size) i.e. device A. Therefore, 
a suitable fabrication facility to achieve this minimum feature size is vital. It can be 
noted from Table 4.1 that any variations in feature size or SAW velocity cause change 
in central frequency. In case of LiNbO3 and PVDF, depending on SAW velocity of 
these substrates, the central frequency directly depends on feature size. The calculated 
design parameters will be validated by measuring dimensions of fabricated devices in 
Section 4.4.  
4.1.1 Simulated Frequency Response using Impulse-Response Model 
The design parameters for devices A-E are calculated using IR model and given in 
Table 4.1.The frequency response of these SAW delay lines is then computed using 
same IR model based on governing equations given in chapter 3, Section 3.2.2 using 
Matlab®. The simulated results are given in Fig. 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Normalized frequency response of SAW delay lines using IR model for 
(a) Device A, (b) Device B, (c) Device C, (d) Device D and (e) Device E 
It can be noted from Fig. 4.1 (a) – (e) that the SAW delay lines are operating at the 
same frequencies at which they are designed. It can also be noted that the insertion loss 
is zero for all of the devices. A SAW delay line consists of IDTin and IDTout, separated 
by certain distance on the surface of piezoelectric material. When an alternating (AC) 
signal is applied to IDTin, the surface acoustic waves are generated due to inverse 
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piezoelectric effect and propagate outwards in two directions along the propagation 
axis. During this propagation, only half of the generated power is received by the output 
IDT. The other half of power is wasted due to the escaped acoustic waves. This wasted 
power is referred as power loss. That is why, the insertion loss in the frequency response 
of SAW delay line is always < -6dB (-3dB for each IDT). However since IR model 
does not consider any second order effects, therefore an ideal frequency response is 
obtained with no power loss.  
4.1.2 Simulated Frequency Response using COM Model 
It is noted that IR model can only compute transmission coefficient S21 of SAW 
delay lines as presented in Fig. 4.1. In order to simulate reflection coefficient S11 as 
well as thinning effect of sensing element, COM model is used. The governing 
equations of COM model [64, 65] are discussed in chapter 3, Section 3.3. Matlab® is 
used to simulate frequency response of reference and sensing delay lines. The 
transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients are computed using COM model both 
for reference and sensing SAW delay lines.  
4.1.2.1 Transmission S21 and Reflection S11 Coefficients of Reference SAW Delay 
Line 
The transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients of reference SAW delay line 
based on that COM model are given in Fig. 4.2. The simulated transmission S21 and 
reflection S11 coefficients, of Devices A – E on LiNbO3 are shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) – (e), 
respectively. The transmission coefficient S21 is the SAW propagating from IDTin to 
IDTout while reflection coefficient S11 is the SAW reflected back from IDTin. Peaks in 
S21 at ~7 dB correspond to the central operating frequency, fo of each devices. Based 
on Table 4.1, device A, B, C, D and E was designed to operate at fo = 199.85 MHz, 
124.90 MHz, 90.84 MHz, 55.5 MHz and 39.97 MHz respectively. 
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Figure 4.2: Transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients of reference SAW delay 
line using COM model for (a) Device A, (b) Device B, (c) Device C, (d) Device D 
and (e) Device E  
The simulated fo from Fig. 4.2 (a)-(e) shows that the central frequency fo for each 
devices is almost same as designed. This confirms that the appropriate methodology is 
adopted to calculate the design parameters of SAW delay lines using IR model.  
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4.1.2.2 Effect of Finger Reflections 
The reflections in-between the fingers and at the finger edges due to discontinuities 
of free and metalized regions [35] cause generation of ripples near f0 within bandwidth 
as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
 
Figure 4.3: Effect of finger reflection. S21 of device B with ripples found near f0. 
It can be noted from Fig. 4.3 that several ripples are present near f0 within the 
bandwidth of SAW delay line while no ripples are found in frequency response obtained 
using IR model as shown in Fig. 4.1. The ripples appear due to internal reflections of 
IDT fingers, the more the number of fingers Np, larger the ripples. Therefore, ripples or 
internal reflections can be reduced by decreasing Np. However, in case of piezoelectric 
substrates with low coupling coefficient K2 (e.g. Quartz with K2=0.0016), Np must be 
increased to successfully convert electrical signal into mechanical and vice versa i.e. 
successful generation of SAW. In case of LiNbO3 with much higher K2 (0.056), an 
optimum Np is required.  
The insertion loss of ~7 dB is obtained using COM model which is relatively close 
to typical value of 6 dB. On the other hand, IR model shows no power loss during 
transmission of SAW which is quite far from the practical observations. Therefore, it is 
believed that COM model is more suitable to obtain the frequency response of SAW 
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delay lines. The simulated results based on COM model, thus will be more reliable and 
closed to the actual environment. 
4.1.2.3 Transmission S21 and Reflection S11 Coefficients of Sensing Delay Line 
When a sensing element is introduced in between IDTin and IDTout, an extra mass 
is loaded on the surface of piezoelectric substrate. This mass loading effect causes a 
variation in the frequency response of SAW delay line. This variation occurs in the 
form of shift in central frequency f0 of the device as well as shift in transmitted phase. 
The transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients for reference (without sensing 
element) and sensing (with sensing element) delay line (device B) is plotted in Fig. 4.4.  
Fig. 4.4 shows the transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients for reference 
and sensing delay lines. Apparently the central frequency f0 for reference and sensing 
delay lines looks same. However, a zoom-in of S21 in Fig. 4.5(b) shows that f0 is shifted 
from 124.90 MHz to 125.5 MHz due to sensing element. Thus, by introducing a sensing 
element with a thickness of ~200 nm, Δf = 0.6 MHz is observed between the central 
frequencies of reference and sensing delay lines for device B. The same 200 nm thick 
sensing element is considered for devices A, C, D and E and Δf are observed for each 
device. 
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Figure 4.4: S21 and S11 of reference and sensing delay lines using COM model 
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The shifts in f0 depend on central frequency of the particular device as tabulated in 
Table 4.2. The variation in insertion loss due to sensing element is also given in the 
Table 4.2. 
 Table 4.2: Frequency Shift for SAW delay Lines due to Sensing Element 
Device f0 REF f0 SE Δf S21 REF S21 SE 
A 199.85 201.00 1.15 -7.69 -9.42 
B 124.90 125.50 0.60 -8.08 -7.98 
C 90.84 90.32 0.52 -7.45 -8.59 
D 55.51 55.85 0.34 -8.16 -8.03 
E 39.97 40.11 0.15 -8.92 -8.17 
It can be noted from Table 4.2 that an average frequency shift of Δf =0.5 MHz 
occurs for devices A-E. It is observed that, the maximum and minimum frequency shifts 
occur at f0=199.85 MHz and f0=39.97 MHz, for devices A and E respectively. It means 
that for highest central frequency, the maximum shift is obtained. A SAW delay line to 
be fabricated on LiNbO3, a maximum f0=199.85 MHz can be obtained for device A. 
Therefore, for the maximum obtained f0, only 1.15 MHz frequency shift can be 
observed by introducing 200 nm thick sensing element as indicated in Table 4.2. Thus 
any variations in the thickness of sensing element below 200 nm will cause a frequency 
shift of less than 1.15 MHz. This frequency shift is lies within the bandwidth (~2 MHz) 
and difficult to observe while doing actual measurements. Therefore, an observation of 
phase shift in transmitted SAW will be more suitable than that of frequency shift. The 
phase shift for reference and sensing delay lines will be discussed in next section. 
4.1.2.4 Phase of Transmission Coefficient S21 for Reference and Sensing Delay Lines 
The phase of transmission coefficient S21 for reference and sensing delay lines is 
given in Fig. 4.6. Fig. 4.6(a) shows that, at central frequency f0=124.90 MHz for device 
B, a phase difference exists between reference and sensing delay lines. A more clear 
view can be obtain from Fig. 4.6 (b).  
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       Figure 4.6: Phase of S21 for reference and sensing delay lines (a) zoom-in and (b) 
zoom-out 
It can be noted that, for reference delay line (without sensing element) at 
f0(REF)=124.90 MHz, the phase is ΦREF=-101.850 and when there is 200 nm thick sensing 
element is introduced in-between the IDTs, the phase is ΦSE=157.150 at f0(SE)=125.5 
MHz. Thus, ΔΦ=235.20 is obtained at central frequency for reference and sensing delay 
lines. This phase shift in S21 is quite large than frequency shift of ~0.6 MHz at the same 
central frequency. Therefore, it is recommended that the phase shift measurements as a 
function of variation in thickness of sensing element is more suitable than the frequency 
shift measurements.  
4.1.2.5 Unwrapping of Phase 
It is also noted from Fig. 4.6 that, phase of S21 fluctuates between +1800 and -1800 
along frequency axis. This fluctuated phase can be regarded as wrapped phase. The 
jumps in wrapped phase beyond +1800 and -1800 must be removed so that the phase 
become continuous and usable to analyze. The process of removing these jumps in 
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wrapped phase is called phase unwrapping .The phase unwrapping process is explained 
below [66-69].  
1. Choose the second value from wrapped phase data along frequency axis. 
2. Calculate the difference between the current value and its directly adjacent left-
hand value of wrapped phase. 
3. If the difference between the two is greater than +1800, subtract 3600 from the 
current value and also from all the values to the right of it.    
4. If the difference between the two is smaller than -1800, then add 3600 to the 
current value and also to all the values to the right of it. 
5. Repeat the process until all the phase values are unwrapped. 
The wrapped phase for sensing delay lines is unwrapped using above mentioned 
steps and given in Fig. 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7: Phase of S21 as a function of thickness (a) unwrapped and (b) wrapped 
phase 
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4.1.2.6 Effect of f0 on Phase of S21 
Since corrosion can be regarded as thinning of sensing element, therefore thickness 
of sensing element is varied from its maximum value to zero and simulations are done 
for phase of S21 at f0=124.90 MHz as shown in Fig. 4.7(a). The phase is then unwrapped 
and plotted in Fig. 4.7(b). The simulations are repeated for devices A, C, D and E and 
the unwrapped phase as a function of thickness is obtained for all devices. The results 
are shown in Fig. 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.8: Effect of f0 on phase of S21 
From Fig. 4.8 it can be noted that the maximum phase shift is for device A, 
operating at f0=199.85 MHz. It is already observed from Table 4.2 that a maximum 
frequency shift also occurs at f0=199.85 MHz for device A. However, it is also 
important to note that the phase shift for device A due to thinning of sensing element is 
much greater than frequency shift for the same device. Thus it is believed that, the use 
of phase shift measurement to monitor corrosion is the most appropriate choice. 
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4.2 Fabrication of SAW Delay Lines 
Two chrome masks are fabricated prior to photolithography process. These masks 
are named mask 1 and 2 to pattern IDTs and sensing element respectively. The layout 
of the masks are generated using AutoCAD® and converted into DSF files. The mask 
1 has a negative polarity while mask 2 has a positive polarity. The layouts for masks 1 
and 2 are shown in Fig. 4.9. The detailed dimensions for one of the delay line is shown 
in Fig. 4.10. 
 
Figure 4.9: Layout of Masks: (a) Mask 1 to pattern IDTs and (b) Mask 2 to pattern 
sensing element on a piezoelectric substrate 
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4.2.1 SAW Delay Lines Fabricated on LiNbO3 
The detailed fabrication process to pattern IDTs and sensing element is described 
in chapter 3. One of the SAW delay line fabricated on LiNbO3 is shown in Fig. 4.11(a).  
 
Figure 4.11: (a) Fabricated reference and sensing delay lines on LiNbO3 and (b) SAW 
delay line is mounted on a PCB platform 
The top portion of Fig. 4.11 (a) shows the reference SAW delay line without sensing 
element whereas bottom portion of Fig. 4.11 (a) presents the sensing SAW delay line 
with a sensing element in between the IDTs. The IDTs are made of Aluminum and 
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sensing element is made of iron. The SAW delay line is then mounted on PCB platform 
as shown in Fig. 4.11(b). The pads of device are connected to PCB platform using 
copper wires and conducive epoxy. The other end of copper wires are soldered to PCB 
platform using conventional soldering gun. The PCB platform is mounted with SMA 
connectors then to measure frequency response of SAW delay lines using vector 
network analyzer.   
4.3 Measured Frequency Response of SAW Delay Lines  
A vector network analyzer (VNA) is calibrated from 10 MHz to 300 MHz and 
frequency response of SAW delay lines fabricated on LiNbO3 are measured. This gives 
transmission S21 and reflection S11 coefficients of SAW delay lines. The central 
frequency of SAW delay lines is then measured from S21. This is followed by 
measurement of IDT dimensions using field scanning electron microscope (FESEM) to 
validate the feature size of IDTs. The effect of acoustic wavelength on propagation of 
SAW is then observed.  
4.3.1 Measured Transmission S21 and Reflection S11 Coefficients 
Typical simulated and measured frequency responses of SAW delay line -D 
fabricated on LiNbO3 are shown in Fig 4.12. From the transmission and reflection 
coefficients, it can be observed that the simulated and measured fo is at ~55.5 MHz. The 
insertion loss of ~9 dB is observed from transmission coefficient S21 given in Fig. 4.12 
(b) and found closed to simulated one. This indicates that COM model is well suited to 
simulate the frequency response of SAW delay lines.  




Figure 4.12: Measured and simulated frequency response of SAW delay line.  
(a) reflection coefficient (S11) and (b) transmission coefficient (S21) 
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4.3.2 Effect of Process Variations on Central Frequency of SAW Delay Line 
Typical SEM image of the fabricated delay line – D is shown in Fig. 4.13. From the 
figure, well defined Al fingers can be clearly seen although with uneven edges. The 
width and spacing of the fingers in Fig. 4.13 have ~2 μm variations. This variation is 
mainly due to the over etching of the Al fingers. 
 
Figure 4.13: SEM image of SAW delay line 
Summary of the finger width and spacing from three different devices (D1, D2 and 
D3) taken at various locations of the delay lines are shown in Table 4.3. From the table, 
it can be concluded that there is an approximately 5-6 μm difference between the 
calculated and fabricated finger width and spacing. It is also noted that even though the 
fabricated finger width and spacing have been reduced, the period of the fabricated IDT 
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Measured values (average) 
(µm) 
Device D1 Device D2 Device D3 
Finger Width (Wf) 18 13.0 16.5 10.29 
Finger Spacing (Sf) 18 22.6 17.17 24.71 
Period of IDT (P) 36 35.6 34.18 35.0 
Wavelength of IDT (λ0) 72 71.2 69.21 70.8 
The simulated and measured central frequency, transmission and reflection 
coefficients of the three delay lines are summarized in Table 4.4. 
Table 4.4: Summary of Measured Parameters of SAW Delay Lines Using VNA  
Parameter  SAW Delay Lines 
D1 D2 D3 
Central frequency  
f0 (MHz) 
Simulated  55.5 55.5 55.5 
Measured  55.7 54.6 54.5 
Transmission  
S21 (dB) 
Simulated -7 -7 -7 
Measured  -17 -7.4 -8 
Reflection  
S11 (dB) 
Simulated -18 -18 -18 
Measured  -0.4 -16 -19 
From Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.4, the fabricated device D1, for example, has IDT feature 
size of Wf = 13 μm, Sf = 22.6 μm and P = 35.6 μm. The feature size variation, i.e. the 
difference between the designed and fabricated ones, are ΔWf = – 5 μm, ΔSf = +4.6 μm 
and ΔP = – 0.4 μm. Using the period of the fabricated IDTs, the wavelength of the IDT 
and the central frequency of the SAW, is recalculated to be 71.2 µm and 56.0 MHz, 
respectively. Therefore, even with feature size variations resulting from the wet 
chemical etching process, as long as the period of the IDT remains close to the 
calculated ones, the designed fo of a SAW could still be realized. This is validated by 
the data shown in Table 4.2. 
Simulated and measured insertion loss for device D1, however, shows a significant 
10 dB difference. The difference could have been due to lossy connecting wires and 
silver epoxy used in this work. Ohmic losses at high frequencies due to thin 200 nm 
electrode fingers could also contribute to the increase in insertion loss. 
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4.3.3 Effect of Acoustic Wavelength on the Propagation of SAW 
A number of SAW devices A-E are fabricated on LiNbO3 as shown in Table 4.5. It 
is noted that device A is designed to operate at maximum central frequency. The 
minimum feature size of device A is 5 µm and therefore difficult to obtain during 
fabrication. The contaminations present in the lab resulted in shorting of IDT fingers 
for device A as it has minimum finger width and spacing. Therefore the yield of 
working devices (device A) is very low as given in Table 4.5. Thus, the next maximum 
central frequency can be obtained using device B, operating at 125 MHz and is used in 
the experiment.   












A 5 200 20 4 
B 8 125 25 18 
C 11 90 25 21 
D 18 55 28 25 
E 25 39 15 - 
 The measured transmission coefficients, S21, of Devices A – E on LiNbO3 are 
shown in Fig. 4.14 (a) – (e), respectively. Peaks in S21 at ~20 dB correspond to the 
central operating frequency, fo of each devices. Based on Table 4.1, Device A, B and D 
was designed to operate at fo = 199.85 MHz, 124.90 MHz and 55.5 MHz respectively. 
The measured fo from Fig. 4.14(a), 4.14(b) and 4.14(d) shows that the designed fo is 
almost the same as the measured fo with only less than ~2 MHz difference. The fo 
mainly depends on two factors; the dimensions of the finger and velocity of the surface 
acoustic wave. Process variations during fabrication cause change the finger width and 
spacing to deviate from designed ones. In addition, a slight misalignment between the 
chrome mask and crystal cut of LiNbO3 can also affect SAW velocity. As a result, a 
minor frequency shift between the simulated and measured fo is expected. Similar fo 
discrepancy can also be observed in Device C although at ~6.5 MHz difference as 
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shown in Fig. 4.14(c). This minor discrepancy in fo for the designed and fabricated 
SAW devices suggested that appropriate design, fabrication as well as characterization 
methodology have been adopted in this work. 
 
Figure 4.14: Measured transmission coefficients, S21, of the SAW delay lines. The 
central frequency, fo, of the devices were a) 198 MHz, b) 123.3 MHz, c) 83.3 MHz, 
and d) 55.5 MHz. Device that has an attenuated SAW with no S21 peak is shown in e) 
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As for Device E on LiNbO3, S21 peak that corresponds to fo at 40 MHz cannot be 
observed as shown in Fig. 4.14(e). It is believed that the SAW is simply attenuated 
downwards beyond the thickness of the substrate instead of propagating horizontally 
on the surface of the substrate. Depending on external factors, the attenuation can be 
within several wavelength, λo [35, 70]. To illustrate this, the attenuation factor α = 6λo 
is calculated for each devices and tabulated in Table 4.6. Comparison between α and 
substrate thickness suggests that all devices should work except for Device E. This is 
because Device E’s λ0 is more than 500 μm, the thickness of the substrate used. 
Identifying this relationship is crucial as it can help explain what is happening to SAW 
devices fabricated on PVDF substrate. 
4.3.4 SAW Delay Lines Fabricated on PVDF 
Several devices designed to work at frequencies as shown in Table 4.1 were 
fabricated on PVDF substrate. One of these fabricated devices is shown in Fig. 4.15. 
Unfortunately, none of the device works as expected even after isolating factors such 
as electrical shorting and impedance mismatch. Based on the data gathered, the 
attenuation factors for Device A-E on LiNbO3 are all greater than the thickness of the 
PVDF substrate. It is concluded that the devices do not work because the SAW is simply 
attenuated downward beyond the 110-μm thick PVDF substrate. For a successful 
fabrication, it is therefore proposed to use PVDF or any other piezo-polymer substrate 
with thickness at least six times greater than the wavelength. 
Table 4.6: Calculated Attenuation Factor 
Device  A B C D E 
Central Frequency (fo) 
MHz 
LiNbO3 199.85 124.90 90.84 55.51 39.97 
PVDF 70 43.75 31.81 19.44 14 
Wavelength (λ0) μm 20 32 44 72 100 
Attenuation α = 6λ0 μm 120 192 264 432 600 
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Figure 4.15: Fabricated SAW Delay Line on PVDF Substrate 
4.4 Electrical and Acoustic Protection and Effect of Water on Frequency 
Response Measurements of SAW Delay Lines  
The frequency response of SAW delay lines in non-corrosive environment is 
measured by dipping the devices in de-ionized (DI) water. The SAW delay line must 
be electrically and acoustically protected prior to immerse in water. Typically an 
insulating layer like SiO2 is deposited on IDTs to protect them [71]. However the 
deposition of SiO2 is quite expensive and time consuming process. A cost effective and 
less time taking protection process is proposed with the help of piezoelectric PVDF 
sheets. The details of process are already described in chapter 3. The protected SAW 
delay line using piezo-PVDF is shown in Fig. 4.16.  




Figure 4.16: (a) Protection of IDTs using piezo-PVDF. IDTs are covered by PVDF 
while pads are uncovered for connections. (b) Protected SAW DL is placed on PCB 
Platform and connections are made 
It can be noted from Fig. 4.16 that pads of the device as well as connecting wires 
are still unprotected. Si jell is used to protect the pads and copper wires. The protected 
SAW delay line is then dipped in water for 30 min. The device is taken out of water 
and left to dry. The transmission coefficient S21 is measured before and after dipping 
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in water as shown in Fig. 4.17. The measured transmission coefficient S21 for protected 
SAW delay line (device C) shows that device is operating at f=83.3 MHz. The insertion 
loss is increased from -19 dB to -29 dB shown in Fig. 4.14(c) and Fig. 4.17 respectively. 
 
Figure 4.17: S21 of device C; fo=83.3 MHz (a) before dipping in water – taking out of 
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The attachment of PVDF to IDTs, in the protection process causes an extra mass 
load on SAW delay line. Further, device pads and connecting wires are protected by Si 
jell which also contributes to this major insertion loss. The protected device is then 
dipped in water and electrical protection is tested using digital multi-meter (DMM). No 
electrical shorting is observed which confirms successful electrical protection. For 
acoustical protection, frequency response is then measured after the device is taken out 
of water. Fig. 4.17(b) shows the measured S21 after drying time of 15 min. It can be 
noted that SAW signal is damped because of water [72, 73]. However, with the start of 
water evaporation, the SAW signal is also started to retrieve back to its initial state (Fig. 
4.17(c)). The SAW signal is continued to retrieve with the passage of time and a 
complete retrieval is observed after 3 hours. Therefore, a successful electrical protection 
of SAW delay line using PVDF sheets is confirmed, though with somewhat higher 
insertion loss. On the other hand, acoustic protection inside water could not obtained. 
The ultra-thin PVDF sheet (110 μm thick) may not be sufficient to stop SAW signal to 
be damped inside water.    
4.5 Frequency Response Measurements of SAW Delay Lines in Corrosive 
Environment 
In order to measure frequency response of SAW delay line in corrosive 
environment, two methods are adopted. In the first method, complete SAW delay line 
(IDTs are covered by PVDF sheet) is immersed in the brine solution while in second 
method, a tiny droplet (μL) of brine solution is dispensed on the surface of iron (Fe). 
The transmission coefficient S21 of protected SAW delay line is measured as 
shown in Fig. 4.18(a). The SAW delay line is then dipped in water for 30 min and dried 
for ~ 2 hours. The S21 is again measured and it is found that SAW signal is successfully 
retrieved back as shown in Fig. 4.18(b). Next, a brine solution is prepared by mixing 
sodium chloride (NaCl) and deionized (DI) water with 1:10 respectively and SAW 
delay line is dipped in the brine solution for 30 min. The device is taken out of brine 
solution and dipped in DI water for 5 min to stop the corrosive reaction. The device is 
then left to dry for 2-3 hours and frequency response is measured. However it is found 
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that the desired SAW signal could not be retrieved as shown in Fig. 4.18 (c). NaCl is 
well known for its hygroscopic property which has a strong tendency to absorb water. 
It is believed that a significant amount of water is absorbed by the remaining NaCl 
crystals on the device. This may be one of the reasons that the SAW signal could not 
be retrieved. 
 
Figure 4.18: Frequency response of SAW DL before and after dipping in water & 
brine solution (a) before dipping in water, (b) after dipping in water & dried, (c) 
after dipping in brine solution and dried. 
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A tiny droplet of volume 0.4 μL from the same brine solution (1:10) is dispensed 
on both reference (without Fe) and sensing (with Fe) delay lines using a micro-pipette 
and then frequency responses of SAW delay lines are measured in real time. Initially, 
a brine solution droplet is dispensed on reference delay line as shown in Fig. 4.19. 
 
Figure 4.19: A 0.4 μL droplet of brine solution on reference SAW Delay Line 
The frequency response (magnitude and phase of S21) is measured in real time for 
6 hours. The magnitude and unwrapped phase of S21 as a function of frequency and 
time (3D) is shown in Fig. 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 respectively. 
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Figure 4.20: 3D plot of S21 as a function of frequency and time for reference delay 
line 
 
Figure 4.21: 3D plot of unwrapped phase as a function of frequency and time for 
reference delay line 
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It can be noted from Fig. 4.20 that in region I, magnitude of S21 remains constant 
at ~ -26 dB (shown in dark red color) before dispensation of brine solution droplet. S21 
significantly increases from -26 dB to -70 dB with dispensation of brine solution as 
shown in region II. This increase in insertion loss is due to mass loading on the surface 
of substrate. In addition, presence of water in the brine solution also causes SAW signal 
to damp. The evaporation process is started at the same time and continues for next 1 
hour (region II). It can be noted from Fig. 4.20 that after 2 hours, SAW signal is 
retrieved back to its initial position and become stable with the completion of 
evaporation process (region III). The magnitude of S21 at central frequency f0 is chosen 
and plotted as a function of time (2D plot) and discussed afterwards. Fig. 4.21 shows 
3D plot of unwrapped phase. It can be noted that maximum change in phase (~ 15,000o) 
is at central frequency f0.  
The magnitude and phase of S21 (2D) as a function of time is shown in Fig. 4.22. 
It can be noted that initially magnitude and phase of S21 is constant at -26 dB and 1250 
respectively. A 0.4 μL droplet of NaCl solution is dispensed after 1 hour which causes 
increase in magnitude of S21 from 26 dB to 75 dB. The dispensation of droplet on 
reference delay line can be regarded as mass loading. This mass loading strongly effects 
the phase of S21 which is varied now from 1250 to -1200. The process of evaporation 
is also started at the same time i.e. unloading of mass which causes the phase to fluctuate 
between +1800 and -1800 for next 1 hour. The magnitude and phase become constant 
after ~1.5 hours with the completion of evaporation process. The measurements are 
continued to be done for next 2 hours and no further variations in magnitude and phase 
are found. The magnitude and phase of S21 are thus stabled at -31 dB and 1000 
respectively. A slight change is observed in the magnitude and phase of S21 after 
completion of evaporation process i.e. ΔS21 = 5 dB and ΔΦ = 250. A small amount of 
NaCl crystals are found after the completion of evaporation process which may be the 
reason of this variation in magnitude and phase of S21. 
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Figure 4.22: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of S21 for reference SAW delay line in 
real time 
1st droplet of brine solution is dispensed on Fe (2.5 x 3.6 mm) using a µ-pipette as 
shown in Fig. 4.23. The frequency response (magnitude and phase of S21) is measured 
in real time for 6 hours and named as RUN 1. The magnitude and unwrapped phase of 
S21 as a function of frequency and time is given in Fig. 4.24 and Fig. 4.25. 
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Figure 4.23: 1st droplet of brine solution on sensing SAW Delay Line 
 
Figure 4.24: 3D plot of S21 as a function of frequency and time for sensing delay line 
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The process in region I is same as in case of reference delay line i.e. the magnitude 
of S21 remains constant for 1 hour before dropping brine solution. The brine solution 
is then dispensed on the surface of iron. The presence of iron in sensing delay line 
makes the process different from reference delay line (without iron). In earlier case, 
evaporation as well as corrosion processes are happening simultaneously while in later 
case only evaporation process is taking place. The corrosion and evaporation processes 
cause S21 to remain below -70 dB for longer time of ~1.5 hours (Fig. 4.24, region II) 
as compared to evaporation process where S21 remains below -70 dB for only 1 hour 
(Fig.  4.20, region II). The magnitude of S21 is partially recovered and become stable 
after ~3 hours with the completion of corrosion and evaporation process as shown in 
region III. The process is again different from reference delay line in a sense that S21 
is not fully recovered as happened in case of reference delay line. This is because after 
completion of process, some NaCl crystals along with corroded iron remains on the 
surface of substrate. Since NaCl is a hygroscopic material which absorbs moisture and 
therefore stops S21 to retrieve its initial level.  
The unwrapped phase of S21 is shown in Fig. 4.25. It can be noted that maximum 
phase change of 20,000o is at central frequency fo and higher than phase change of 
15,000o for reference delay line. This is because, corrosion and evaporation process are 
taking place as compared to only evaporation process in reference delay line. 
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Figure 4.25: 3D plot of unwrapped phase as a function of frequency and time for 
sensing delay line 
The magnitude and phase of S21 at central frequency fo is chosen and plotted as a 
function of time as given in Fig. 4.26. The magnitude of S21 is around -26 dB and phase 
is 1750 before starting RUN 1. As soon as 1st droplet of NaCl solution is dispensed, the 
magnitude of S21 is increased to 70 dB and phase is varied from 1750 to -1700.      
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Figure 4.26: RUN 1: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of S21 for sensing SAW delay line 
in real time 
The corrosion process is started for next 90 min as indicated in Fig. 4.26 (a) and 
4.26 (b). Meanwhile the water evaporation process is also started and continued for 30 
min. The signal is started to retrieve back and become stable after 2 hours as shown by 
S21 and phase plots of Fig. 4.26.  
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The behavior of phase variations is carefully observed and it is noted that strong 
fluctuations occur for 1st 30 min. Since the thickness of iron is maximum at the initial 
stage, therefore it is believed that these heavy fluctuations are the result of high 
corrosion rate at this stage. The deterioration process is resulted in thinning of iron 
which in turn causes gradual decrease in phase fluctuations. The evaporation of water 
is also in progress at the same time, therefore the corrosion process becomes slower and 
so does the phase fluctuations as indicated Fig 4.26 (b). The phase fluctuations are 
almost stopped with stabilization of signal in ~2 hours. The magnitude and phase of 
S21 are continuously measured for next 2 hours and it is noted that during this time 
period, the signal is remained stable and no phase fluctuations are observed as shown 
in Fig. 4.26 (b). Thus it is believed that corrosion process has been stopped. The 
difference in magnitude and phase of S21 before and after RUN 1 is observed as ΔS21 
= 19 dB and ΔΦ = 2000 respectively. When the corrosion and evaporation processes are 
completed, remaining of NaCl and corroded Fe (rust) are found at the edges of corroded 
iron as shown in Fig. 4.27 and are removed manually. 
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Figure 4.28: 2nd droplet of brine solution on sensing SAW Delay Line 
A 2nd droplet of brine solution is dispensed on corroded Fe using a µ-pipette as 
shown in Fig. 4.28. The frequency response (magnitude and phase of S21) is measured 
in real time for 6 hours and named as RUN 2. The result is shown in Fig. 4.29. The 
corrosion and evaporation process in RUN 1 and RUN 2 looks similar. However, by 
careful observation it can be noted that during RUN 2, the fluctuations in magnitude as 
well as phase of S21 are extremely small. This is because, in RUN 2 the thickness of 
iron is lesser than that of RUN 1. The rest of process is same and SAW signal become 
stable after completion of corrosion and evaporation processes. Though the amount of 
brine solution dispensed on the surface of iron is same as in case of RUN 1 i.e. 0.4 μL, 
the change in magnitude and phase of S21 before and after RUN 2 is small as compared 
to RUN 1 i.e. ΔS21 = 15 dB and ΔΦ = 1550. This small change is due to smaller 
thickness of iron and slow corrosion rate. The shift in magnitude and phase of S21 due 
to dispensation of brine solution is summarized in the Table 4.7. 
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Figure 4.29: RUN 2: (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of S21 for sensing SAW delay line 
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Reference  -26 -31 5 +125 +100 25 
Sensing 
RUN 1 -26 -45 19 +175 -25 200 
RUN 2 -45 -60 -15 -45 +110 155 
 It can be noted from Table 4.7 that the shift in magnitude and phase of S21 is 
minimum for reference delay line i.e. 5 dB and 250 respectively. Since no Fe present in 
reference delay line and brine solution is dispensed on LiNbO3 substrate only. 
Therefore, no corrosion process is happening there. That is why the shift in magnitude 
and phase of S21 is minimum. 
On the other hand, in case of sensing delay line, brine solution is dispensed on the 
surface of Fe as shown in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.28. Therefore evaporation as well as 
corrosion processes are taking place together. This cause a major shift in magnitude and 
phase of S21 as compared to reference delay line where only evaporation process is 
taking place. Further, in RUN 1, the shift is greater than that of RUN 2. The reason is 
that in RUN 1, the initial thickness of non-corroded Fe is maximum and therefore more 
corrosion is expected. However, in case of RUN 2, Fe is already corroded enough with 
significant loss of thickness during RUN 1. Thus, corrosion rate is expected to be much 
less than that of RUN 1 which causes smaller shift as compared to RUN 1. 
Further, the phase shift given in Table 4.7 is calculated by taking difference of initial 
and final values i.e. before start of corrosion process and after the completion of 
corrosion process. The fluctuations in phase during the corrosion process are not 
included in the given phase shift. Therefore it is important to consider the behavior of 
phase at the time when actual corrosion process is taking place. These fluctuations are 
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removed using unwrapped method described above and the unwrapped phase for 
reference and sensing delay lines is shown in Fig. 4.30. 
 
Figure 4.30: Measured unwrapped phase of S21 for reference and sensing delay lines 
From Fig. 4.30 it can be noted that phase of sensing delay line i.e. RUN 1 and RUN 
2 is greater than the phase of reference delay line. In case of reference delay line 
(without Fe), only evaporation process is taking place while in case of sensing delay 
line (RUN1 and RUN 2 with Fe), both evaporation and corrosion processes are 
happening together. That is why phase of sensing delay line is greater than that of 
reference delay line. The difference between phase of reference and sensing delay lines 
is called measured phase shift i.e. ΔΦ_Meas = 18210.  
4.6 Thickness Measurement and Estimation of Corrosion Rate for Fe Samples  
The phase shift measured due to dispensation of brine solution must be correlated 
to the corrosion rate of Fe. Therefore, thickness of non-corroded and corroded Fe is 
measured using field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) then used to find corrosion rate. 





_Meas = _RUN1 - _REF
    = 143300 - 125090
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Thickness measurement using FESEM requires the samples to cut in a cross-
sectional way. Therefore, three dummy glass samples deposited with Fe named DB0, 
DB1 and DB2 are used. The amount of thickness of Fe on dummy samples is same as 
on actual SAW delay line. Further, same brine solution is used for dummy samples as 
well as actual SAW delay line. Therefore, the corrosion rate of Fe on dummy samples 
can be related to the actual corrosion rate of Fe on SAW delay lines.  
4.6.1 Estimation of Corrosion Rate of Fe Dummy Samples Immersed in Brine 
Solution 
Two dummy samples DB1 and DB2 are dipped in brine solution (HCl:H2O = 1:10) 
for 30 and 60 minutes respectively while third sample DB0 is remained non-corroded. 
Next, the samples are dipped in DI water to stop further corrosion process and then 
dried. Typical FESEM images of non-corroded and corroded samples are given in Fig. 
4.31 (a) and Fig. 4.31 (b) respectively. Several images are taken for non-corroded and 
corroded dummy samples and thickness is measured at various locations to calculate 
corrosion rate. The summary is given in Table 4.8.  
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Figure 4.31: Immersion in brine solution: Thickness measurement using FESEM (a) 
Non-corroded and (b) corroded Fe dummy samples  

















0 101.1 106.7 117.2 95.07 100.6 104.13 - - 
30 95.07 94.90 89.50 89.32 89.50 89.50 91.3 12.8 0.42 
60 100.6 83.93 72.57 89.93 101.1 89.50 100.6 89.93 89.50 90.78 13.52 0.21 
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The corrosion rate given in Table 4.8 is based on immersion of dummy samples 
inside the brine solution. However, in actual experiment a droplet of brine solution is 
dispensed on Fe rather than dipping the delay line inside the solution. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to calculate the corrosion rate by dispensing brine solution on dummy 
samples. Thus the estimation of corrosion rate based on dispensation of brine solution 
will be more suitable to correlate to that of actual experiment.   
4.6.2 Estimation of Corrosion Rate of Fe Dummy Samples with Dispensation of 
Brine Solution  
 A 0.4 μL droplet of brine solution is dispensed on the dummy samples named DC1 
and DC2 and then left for 4 Hrs. It is found that after ~ 90 min, the droplet has been 
evaporated completely. Next, another droplet is dispensed on DC2 and evaporated in ~ 
90 min. The FESEM images of non-corroded and corroded dummy samples are given 
in Fig. 4.32 (a) and Fig. 4.32 (b) respectively. 
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Figure 4.32: Dispensation of brine solution: Thickness measurement using FESEM 
(a) Non-corroded and (b) corroded Fe dummy samples  
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NaCl crystals are found on corroded dummy samples and form islands as shown in 
Fig. 4.35 (b). These islands of NaCl crystals make it difficult to find exact thickness of 
corroded Fe samples using FESEM as shown in Table 4.9. 
Table 4.9: Thickness for Non-corroded Fe Dummy Samples Using FESEM 
Corrosion 
time (min) 
Thickness (nm) Average 
Thickness 
(nm) 
0 212.6 244.9 212.6 215.6 221.425 
90 156.4 167.6 - - - 
180 - - - - - 
Alternatively, energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is done for elemental 
analysis to find percentage weight for non-corroded and corroded Fe. Since thickness 
of non-corroded Fe is known already therefore percentage weight of corroded Fe can 
be used to find the thickness. Atomic percentage weight is taken at several location of 
non-corroded and corroded dummy samples and summarized in Table 4.10.  
It can be noted from Table 4.10 that average percentage weight of non-corroded Fe 
is 31.64 and can be considered equals to average thickness of non-corroded Fe i.e. 
221.425 nm. This relationship is then used to calculate approximate thickness of non-
corroded Fe. Finally, corrosion rate is estimated using the thickness of non-corroded 
and corroded Fe samples as given in Table 4.10.  






Table 4.10: Estimated Corrosion Rate of Fe by Dispensation of Brine Solution  
Corrosion 
time (min) 











0 22.6 41.7 46.1 30.8 16.8 - 31.6 221.4 - - 
90 15.7 13.5 8.5 15.2 8.7 0.5 10.3 72.5 148.9 1.6 
180 9.8 3.4 11.3 3.0 16.8 2.7 7.8 55.0 166.3 0.9 
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4.7 Determination of Corrosion Rate  
The corrosion rate of iron is determined using unwrapped phase of SAW. This is 
achieved by taking difference between measured phases for reference (without sensing 
element) and sensing (with sensing element) SAW delay lines. The derivative of phase 
difference with respect to time is then taken to obtain corrosion rate. The corrosion rate 
obtained using SAW is then validated by measuring corrosion rate using linear 
polarization resistance (LPR) technique and compared to other works.  
4.7.1 Corrosion Rate Measurement using Unwrapped Phase of SAW 
The measured unwrapped phase of SAW for reference and sensing delay lines is 
plotted in Fig. 4.30. It is used to determine corrosion rate of Fe and then validated with 
the help of linear polarization resistance (LPR). It is already stated that, in case of 
reference delay line (without Fe), only evaporation process is taking place. On the other 
hand, sensing delay line (RUN1 and RUN 2 with Fe), includes both evaporation and 
corrosion processes. Therefore, phase shift due to corrosion of Fe can be estimated by 
taking difference between phases of reference and sensing delay lines. This phase 
difference is referred as phase shift. Next, corrosion rate of Fe can be estimated by 
taking derivative of this phase shift with respect to time. The unwrapped phase shift 
between reference and sensing delay lines and rate of this phase shift w.r.t time is given 
in Fig. 4.33 (a) and 4.33 (b). 
The corrosion rate for RUN 1 is 1.6 nm/min which causes a loss in thickness to be 
approximately 90 nm in 1 hour time with a phase shift of 1821o as given in Table 4.8 
and Fig. 4.30 respectively. This relation can be used to transform rate of phase shift 
(degree/hour) to the corrosion rate of Fe (nm/min).  
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Figure 4.33:   Unwrapped phase (a) phase difference between reference and RUN1 
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4.7.2 Corrosion Rate Measurement using LPR 
The measurement setup to observe corrosion rate using LPR is described in chapter 
3. It consists of reference and corroding electrodes. The corroding electrode is Fe 
sample with an area of 4.68 cm2 while concentration of brine solution is (10%), same 
as used in FESEM. The variation in current as a function of voltage yields to corrosion 
rate. Fig. 4.34 shows the measured corrosion rate of Fe as a function of time.  
 
Figure 4.34: Measured corrosion rate of Fe using LPR 
It can be noted from Fig. 4.34 that corrosion rate starts increasing after 15 minutes 
and reaches its maximum value at 1.5 hours. Initially, the thickness of freshly deposited 
Fe is high, therefore a high corrosion rate is expected as shown in Fig. 4.33. The 
corrosion rate is gradually decreased and reaches its minimum value with time as iron 
is thinning down continuously. The estimated corrosion rate of Fe is then compared 
with corrosion rate obtained from LPR. The corrosion rate obtained from unwrapped 
phase of SAW and LPR are presented in Fig. 4.35.  
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Figure 4.35:  Corrosion rate of Fe, measured from (a) unwrapped phase shift and (b) 
LPR  
It can be noted from Fig. 4.35 that corrosion rate measured using LPR (asterisk 
symbol) is constant at ~ 2nm/min. This is because Fe sample is completely immersed 
inside the brine solution. A uniform corrosion process is expected in LPR as Fe sample 
remained inside the solution throughout the experiment. Further, the corrosion rate is 
determined from continuous thickness loss for ~ 4 hours. On the contrary, the corrosion 
rate deduced from unwrapped phase shift (solid line) is initially high (~ 25 nm/min) and 
gradually decreases with time. This is because, only one drop of brine solution is 
dispensed on sensing element. Therefore, corrosion as well as evaporation processes 
are taking place simultaneously. Moreover, the initial thickness of non-corroded Fe is 
maximum and therefore more corrosion is expected. The thickness of Fe then, decreases 
with time and so does the corrosion rate. After 1.5 hours, corrosion process is almost 
completed and therefore corrosion rate becomes zero and remain constant for next one 
hour. In addition to that, corrosion rate from unwrapped phase shift is based on 
thickness loss of Fe at 1 hour time (~ 90 nm). After ~ 30-40 min, the corrosion rate 
become more reasonable and come close to that of LPR.     
 





















 Unwrapped Phase Shift 
 LPR
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4.7.3 Comparison of Corrosion Rates with Related Work  
The corrosion rate of iron in brine solution using different methods and techniques 
is presented in Table 4.11. Mehra [74] conducted study to obtain corrosion rate of cast 
iron in brine solution with various concentrations at 28+1 oC. The polarization and 
weight loss methods are used to measure corrosion rate. The corrosion rate was 
obtained to be 5.55 and 3.62 mills per year (MPY) using polarization and weight loss 
methods respectively. The corrosion behavior of cast iron in brine solutions with 
different concentration is also studied by [75]. Tafel and weight loss methods yield to 
corrosion rate of 3.20 and 3.03 MPY respectively. In addition, the corrosion rates of 
ductile iron, gray cast iron and unalloyed gray cast iron at 30 oC were obtained in brine 
solution with a concentration of 3.5%. The corrosion rate obtained was between 26 to 
31 MPY [76, 77]. On the other hand, corrosion rate obtained using unwrapped phase of 
SAW and LPR is from 19 to 35 MPY. It can be noted that the corrosion rate given in 
literature, closely agrees with the corrosion rate obtained from unwrapped phase of 
SAW and LPR. The difference in two corrosion rates occurs due to mainly two factors; 
one is the difference in concentration whereas other is the material itself. In literature, 
either cast iron or ductile iron is used. These iron metals are alloys which consists of 
different other materials at various percentages as given in Table 4.11. On the contrary, 
in our study, a pure iron (99.9%) is utilized. Further, our experiment is performed at 
high concentration of salt solution (10%) as compared to others (3-3.5%). Therefore, a 
slight difference in corrosion rate is expected. Thus, it can be concluded that corrosion 
rate measurement of metals using unwrapped phase shift of SAW is a suitable 
alternative to the conventional techniques. 
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Table 4.11: Corrosion Rate of Iron in Brine Solutions 
Metal Concentration Method 
Temperature 
(Co) 






Cast Iron* 500 mL Immersion 28o + 1o 5.5 3.62 
[74] 
 
Cast Iron 5g/L Immersion 25o 3.20 3.03 [75] 
Ductile Iron**  3.5% - 30o 31 1.4 nm/min 
[76, 77] Gray Cast Iron  3.5% - 30o 26 1.25 nm/min 
Unalloyed Gray Cast Iron 3.5% - 30o 28 1.35 nm/min 
Pure Iron*** 
10% 
(NaCl:H2O = 1:10) 
Dispensation 26o + 3o 
33.31 (for 60 min) 
19.13 (for 90 min) 
0.93 nm/min 
1.6 nm/min Our work 
Pure Iron 10% Immersion 26o LPR 28-35 (for 4 hours) 1.6 nm/min 
* 2% Carbon and 1% Silicon 
** 
 Carbon 3.3 to 3.4%, Silicon 2.2 to 2.8%, Manganese 0.1 to 0.5%, 
Magnesium 0.03 to 0.05%, Phosphorus 0.005 to 0.04%, Sulfur 0.005 to 0.02% 
***  99.9 % Iron 
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4.8 Summary 
In this chapter the simulated and measured frequency response of SAW delay line 
on LiNbO3 is discussed. The design parameters of SAW delay line are calculated using 
IR model. The central frequencies of SAW delay lines named A-E are obtained to be 
200, 125, 90, 55 and 40 MHz respectively. The transmission and reflection coefficients 
are simulated using COM model. The central frequencies of all devices are found closed 
to the designed ones. The variations in central frequency and phase of SAW delay lines 
due to sensing element is observed. It is found that frequency shift of 0.5 MHz occurs 
for device B, operating at 125 MHz. Phase shift for same device is observed to be 235o. 
Therefore, it is recommended that phase shift measurements due to thinning of sensing 
element is better choice than the frequency shift measurement. This is followed by 
fabrication of SAW delay lines on LiNbO3. The effect of process variation and acoustic 
wavelength on the frequency response of SAW delay lines is discussed. It is found that 
the variations in finger width and spacing of fabricated SAW delay lines have very 
minimum effect on central frequency of the device provided that acoustic wavelength 
of IDT remains same. This is followed by discussion on magnitude and phase (wrapped 
and unwrapped) of transmission coefficient S21 in non-corrosive and corrosive 
environments. The thickness of non-corroded and corroded Fe using FESEM and EDX 
is discussed in detail to estimate corrosion rate of corroded Fe. A 1.6 nm/min corrosion 
rate is found as a result of 90 nm loss in thickness of Fe. The phase difference (shift) 
between reference (without Fe) and sensing (with Fe) is calculated to be ~ 1800o and a 
rate of phase shift with respect to time is obtained and translated into corrosion rate of 
Fe. The same Fe samples are used to observe corrosion rate using linear polarization 
(LPR) technique. The corrosion rate is obtained to be 1.1-1.7 nm/min. In addition, 
corrosion rate of iron in various brine solutions, available in literature are presented. 
Finally, corrosion rates obtained using unwrapped phase shift of SAW, LPR and given 
in literature are compared and found reasonably agreeable.   
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
5.1 Conclusion
The designing, simulation and fabrication of a SAW delay line is demonstrated for 
corrosion monitoring. The design requirements, substrate and fabrication constraints 
are given to calculate the design parameters of SAW delay line using IR model. SAW 
is generated at pre-designed frequency ranging from 40 MHz to 200 MHz. A metallic 
sensing element Fe with a thickness of 200 nm is then introduced in between the two 
IDTs and its COM equations are presented. Effect of thinning of sensing element on 
the frequency and phase of SAW is then simulated using COM model. The frequency 
shift of 0.5 MHz and phase shift of 235o occur due to thickness variations in Fe and 
become maximum at highest central frequency. It is noted that use of phase shift to 
measure corrosion of Fe is more suitable than that of frequency shift. The designed 
parameters are used to draw a layout of mask and the detailed fabrication process to 
pattern IDTs and sensing element is given. This is followed by experimental setup to 
measure frequency response of SAW delay lines. The measured frequency response of 
fabricated SAW devices is found to be closed to designed one. Therefore, it is 
concluded that suitable design, fabrication and characterization methodology is 
implemented in this work. 
SAW device with a metallic sensing element Fe, is then exposed to corrosive 
environment and phase shift due to corrosion of metal is measured in real time. 
Thickness variations in Fe due to corrosion is observed using FESEM. The measured 
phase shift is unwrapped and a correlation with thickness variations is established. A 
loss of ~ 90 nm is found corresponding to a phase shift of 1800o. It is found that this 
correlation can be used to determine corrosion rate of Fe. The corrosion rate obtained 
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from unwrapped phase shift is found to be 1.6 nm/min and validated using LPR 
technique. A reasonable agreement is found between the two. Thus, it is concluded that 
the technique using unwrapped phase of SAW can be efficiently applied to sense and 
monitor corrosion. 
5.2 Future Work 
Sensor that has been demonstrated to monitor corrosion can be improved further by 
considering the followings. 
  Proper packaging of sensor may improve its performance. It can be done 
by applying piezo-polymer to electrically and acoustically protect IDTs of 
the sensor. The sensing element will remain exposed. Therefore, detail 
investigation on packaging is highly recommended.   
 Temperature variations have significant effect on corrosion and 
piezoelectric properties of the substrate. Therefore, temperature dependent 
measurements may help to identify proper operating temperature of the 
sensor. 
 The corrosion monitoring technique based on the developed sensor may be 
extended to monitor CUI by placing wet thermal insulation on the top of the 
sensing element. 
  SAW based RFID are used to retrieve data wirelessly. Therefore, the 
integration of SAW RFID with the developed sensor may help to improve 
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APPENDIX A 
MATLABTM CODE TO CALCULATE DESIGN PARAMETERS AND 1ST ORDER 
SIMULATION OF SAW DELAY LINE USING IMPULSE RESPONSE MODEL 
%%%%%%%%%%%%  Impulse Response Model  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%  Piezoelectric Substrate 128o-X LiNbO3      %%%%%% 
clear all; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  Substrate Constraints %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%          %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
k_sq = 0.053; % Coupling coefficient for LiNbO3  
D=3158e-6;  % Delay length b/w IDTs 
Cs = 5e-10;  % Capacitance per finger pair per unit 
length on LiNbO3  
Vo = 3997;  % SAW velocity in LiNbO3 
%%%%%%%%%%%%  Fabrication Constraints %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%           %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Wf=5e-6;  % Minimum finger width for device A  (varies 
depending on device) 
Sf=Wf;  % Minimum finger spacing for device A 
P=Wf+Sf;  % Period of IDT for device A 
lamdao=2*P; % Acoustic Wavelength for device A 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  Calculation of   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     Design Parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
fo= Vo/lamdao; % Central (Synchronous) frequency  
BW=(2*f0)*(sqrt(K_sq/pi));   % Bandwidth 
L=((f0/BW)+0.25)*(lamdao);   % Finger length 
NP=(2*f0)/BW;    % No. of finger pairs 
a=(2*f0*Cs*NP);    % constant defined for 
convenience 
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b=(4*K_sq*NP);    % constant defined for 
convenience 
c=(b^2)+(pi^2);    % constant defined for 
convenience 
Ha= (1/Rs)*(1/a)*(b/(  (b^2)+(pi^2)  ));  % Acoustic 
aperture (finger overlap) 
Rg=50;                                     %
 Source Resistance 
Rin=50;                                  % Load Resistance 
(for impedance matching = 50 ohm) 
Ct= Cs*Ha*Np;                         % Total Static 
Capacitance 
Zo=1/(fo*Cs*Ha*K_sq); % Impedance  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  1st order Simulation of  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%     Frequency Response for SAW Delay Line %%%%% 
j=sqrt(-1);                               %  iota 
(Imajinay part) 
M=8*k_sq*Ha*fo*Cs*Np^2;                  % constant defined for 
convenience 
f_start = 150e6;   % Start frequency 
f_stop = 250e6;   % Stop frequency 
Interval = 801;   % No. of points (maximum 
available in VNA Agilent E8732) 
f_array = linspace(f_start,f_stop,Interval); % Frequency range 
is defined 
f=f_array; 
f1=(f_array/1e6)';   % Frequency range in MHz 
(convenient in plotting) 
X= (Np*pi*(f1-fo))./fo;                   % variable 
defined 
sinfn = ones(size(X));                  % An array of   
size=size of X (containg all 1s)  is defined 
for n = 1:numel(X), 
    if X(n) ~= 0 
        sinfn(n) = sin(X(n))/X(n); 
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    end 
end 
H=abs(2*sqrt(k_sq)*sqrt(Cs*fo)*Np).*(sinfn.^2); % Frequency 
Response  
Ho=(2*sqrt(k_sq)*sqrt(Cs*fo)*Np); 
Hn=20*log10(H./Ho);   % Normalized frequency 
response  
Ga=M.*abs(sinfn.^2);                      %  Radiation 
Conductance 
Gn=Ga./M; 
Bn = zeros(size(X));                      %  Acoustic 
Susceptance 
for n = 1:numel(X), 
    if X(n) ~= 0 
        Bn(n)=(sin(2.*X(n))-2.*X(n))./(2.*(X(n).^2)); 





);        % Insertion loss 
of SAW Delay Line 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  Plotting Results  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 




 figure (1) 
 plot(f, Bn, f,Gn); % Frequency vs. radiation conductance and 
acoustic susceptance 
 title('Radiation Conductance & Acoustic Susceptance'); %
 Title of plot 
 xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');    % X-axis 
label 
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 figure (2)  
 plot(f, IL);     % Frequency vs. 
insertion loss 
 title('Insertion Loss');    % Title of plot 
 xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');   % X-axis label 
 ylabel ('dB');    % Y-axis label 
 
subplot(3,1,3); 
figure (3)  
plot(f,Hn);     % Frequency vs. 
frequency response 
title('Frequency Response');   % Title of plot 
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');   % X-axis label 
ylabel ('Hn (dB)');    % Y-axis label 
% ylim([-280 10])    % Y-axis limit 
(optional) 
grid on     % Grid ON/OFF 
set(gca,'fontsize',5)    % Font size in 
plot  
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APPENDIX B 
MATLABTM CODE TO SIMULATE THINNING EFFECT OF SENSING 
ELEMENT ON FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF SAW DELAY LINE USING COM 
MODEL 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Simulation of the Frequency Response of SAW Delay 
Line using %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%COM Model %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%clear all; 
% close all;clc; 
Vo=3997;  % SAW velocity on the free sections of LiNbO3 
substrate 
h=400e-9;                    % Thickness of electrode (IDT) 
Co=5e-10;                % Capacitance per finger pair per 
unit length on LiNbO3 substrate 
K2=0.053;                   % Coupling coefficient for LiNbO3 
substrate 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Calculating central frequency from finger width and 
spacing %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% w_f=5e-6;                    % width of finger of IDT 
% lambdao=4*w_f;                   % SAW wavelength 
% fo=Vs/lambdao;                   % Central frequency of 
SAW Delay Line 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Calculating central frequency from wavelength
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% lambdao=63.16e-6;               % SAW wavelength 
% fo=Vs/lambdao;                   % Central frequency of 
SAW Delay Line 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Defining central frequency manually %%%%%%%%% 
fo=114.5e6;                         % Central frequency of 
SAW Delay Line 
 lambdao=Vs/fo;                   % SAW wavelength 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Self coupling coefficient k11 for IDT Fingers 
%%%%%%%%  %%%%%%%%%%%% Each finger in an IDT is divided 
into two sections %%%%%%%%%%%% Metallized and Un-metallized
 %%%%% 
 
k11 =(0.022+(0.091*(h/lambdao)))  % Self coupling 
coefficient for LiNbO3 substrate 
fa = (Vs/lambdao)*(1-k11);  % Shifted central frequency 
Vm = (lambdao/4)*(4*fa*fo/(2*fa-fo));   % metalized velocity 
for LiNbO3 substrate 
fm=Vm/lambdao;                   % frequency for metalized 
region (metal finger of IDT) 
df=0.125*lambdao;                % distance for 
free(unmetallized) region 
dm=0.25*lambdao;                 % distance for metallized 
region 
W=1354.2e-6;                  % Acoustic aperture for 
device B 
Zo=1/(fo*Co*W*K2);               % acoustic impedance for the 
free region 
Zm=1/(fm*Co*W*K2);               % acoustic impedance for the 
metallized region 
 
Nt1 = 44;                        % Number of finger 
pairs in the input lDT 
Nt2 = 44;                        % Number of pairs in the 
output lDT 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%% REFERENCE SAW DELAY LINE  %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Sensing SAW DELAY LINE %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%hFe=220e-9;                     % thickness of sensing 
element 
%%%%%%%%% Self coupling coefficient K11 for Sensing Element Fe   
%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
k11Fe =(0.022+(0.091*(hFe/lambdao)));   % Self coupling 
coefficient for sensing element 
faFe = (Vs/lambdao)*(1-k11Fe);           % frequency of 
SAW for sensing element 
VFe = (lambdao/4)*(4*faFe*fo/(2*faFe-fo));      % velocity of SAW 
for sensing element 
fFe=VFe/lambdao; 
zFe=1/(fFe*Co*W*K2);              % acoustic impedance 
for the Fe sections 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%% Delay between IDTs and Length of Fe   %%%%%%%%%% 
d=3158e-6;                    % Delay (distance) between 
two IDTs 
ds=2526.4e-6;                          % Length of sensing 
element (metal in between 2 IDTs) 
r=d-ds; 
ds1=r/2;                         % Distance between 1st IDT and 
sensing element 




%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Thickness variations in Sensing Element Fe
 %%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% h_max = 220e-9;   % Maximum thickness of 
sensing element Fe 
% h_min = 0;   % Minimum thickness of sensing 
element Fe 
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% Th = 10e-9;    % Variation step size 





%%%%% Frequency range  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
f_start = 100e6;    % Start frequency 
interval = f_start/3359;   % Step size (interval) 
f_stop = 130e6;    % Stop frequency 
f_array = f_start:interval:f_stop;  % frequency range 
 
n=1; 
for f=f_array            % Frequency Range 
    lambda=Vs/f;    % Acoustic wavelength 
    omega=2*pi*f;    % Angular frequency 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%          
Computing the ABCD matrix for a single finger %%%%%%%%% 
    thetaf=2*pi*f*df/Vs; 
    thetam=2*pi*f*dm/Vm; 
    Af=cos(thetaf) ; 
    Bf=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetaf); 
    Cf=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaf)/Zo; 
    Of=cos(thetaf); 
    Am=cos(thetam); 
    Bm=sqrt(-1 )*Zm*sin(thetam); 
    Cm=sqrt(-1)*sin(thetam)/Zm; 
    Dm=cos(thetam); 
    Afinger=[Af Bf;Cf Of]*[Am Bm;Cm Dm]*[Af Bf;Cf Of]; 
    Ase=Afinger(1 ,1); 
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    Bse=Afinger(1,2); 
    Cse=Afinger(2,1); 
    Ose=Afinger(2,2); 
    thetae=acos(Ase) ; 
    Ze=Bse/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetae)); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%      
Computing the 2x2 matrix for a single finger in the lDT %%%%%   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    
    t11 =0.5*(2*Ase+(Bse/Zo)+Zo*Cse); 
    t12=0.5*(Zo*Cse-(Bse/Zo)); 
    t13=((sqrt(-1 )*tan(thetae/2)*(Zo^0.5))/(2*Ze))*(-Ase-1-
(Bse/Zo)); 
    t21 =-t12; 
    t22=conj(t11 ); 
    t23=sqrt(-1 )*tan(thetae/2)*(Zo^0.5)*(1 +Ase-(Bse/Zo))/(2*Ze); 
    t31=2*t13; 
    t32=-2*t23; 
    t33=sqrt(-1 )*omega*Co*W*0.5+sqrt(-1 )*2*(tan(thetae/2)/Ze)-
sqrt(-1 )*(sin(thetae)*(tan(thetae/2)^2))/Ze; 
     
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% %%%%%%             Computing the 2x2 lDT matrix for finger pair   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    
    t1=[t11 t12;t21 t22]^Nt1; 
    t3=[t11 t12;t21 t22]^Nt2; 
    t111=t1(1,1); 
    t113=t3(1,1 ); 
    t121 =t1 (1 ,2); 
    t123=t3(1,2); 
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    t211 =t1 (2, 1); 
    t213=t3(2,1); 
    t221 =t1 (2,2); 
    t223=t3(2,2); 
    Bp=[t13;t23]+[t11 t12;t21 t22]*[-t13;-t23]; 
    Cp=[t31 t32]*[t11 t12;t21 t22]+[-t31 -t32]; 
    t33p=2*t33+[t31 t32]*[-t13;-t23]; 
    Tp=[t11 t12;t21 t22]^2; 
    tauin=[0;0]; 
    tauprimein=[0 0]; 
    tauout=[0;0]; 
    tauprimeout=[0 0]; 
    t333=(Nt2/2)*t33p; 
    t331 =(Nt1/2)*t33p; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%        
Computing t13, t23, t31, t32, t33 values for the overall lDT %%%% 
      for i1=1:(Nt1/2) 
        tauin=tauin+(Tp^(i1-1))*Bp; 
        tauprimein=tauprimein+Cp*Tp^(i1-1); 
        t331 =t331 +((Nt1/2)-i1 )*Cp*Tp^(i1-1 )*Bp; 
    end 
    for i2=1 :(Nt2/2) 
        tauout=tauout+(Tp^(i2-1))*Bp; 
        tauprimeout=tauprimeout+Cp*Tp^(i2-1 ); 
        t333=t333+((Nt2/2)-i2)*Cp*Tp^(i2-1 )*Bp; 
    end 
 
    t131=tauin(1,1); 
    t133=tauout(1,1); 
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    t231 =tauin(2,1); 
    t233=tauout(2,1); 
    t311 =tauprimein(1,1); 
    t313=tauprimeout(1,1); 
    t321 =tauprimein(1,2); 
    t323=tauprimeout(1,2); 
     
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
    %    Computing the matrix elements for the delay before sensing 
element     %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    thetad=2*pi*f*ds1/Vs; 
    Ad=cos(thetad) ; 
    Bd=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetad); 
    Cd=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetad)/Zo; 
    Dd=cos(thetad); 
    thetaed=acos(Ad); 
    Ze=Bd/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaed)); 
    d11 =0.5*(2*Ad+(Bd/Zo)+Zo*Cd); 
    d12=0.5*(Zo*Cd-(Bd/Zo)); 
    d21 =-d12; 
    d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Zo)-Zo*Cd); 
    dbm=[d11 d12;d21 d22]; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    
%       Computing the matrix for the sensing element (Fe) %%%%%%%%% 
    thetad=2*pi*f*ds/VFe; 
    Ad=cos(thetad) ; 
    Bd=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetad); 
    Cd=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetad)/Zo; 
    Dd=cos(thetad); 
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    thetaed=acos(Ad); 
    Ze=Bd/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaed)); 
    d11 =0.5*(2*Ad+(Bd/Zo)+Zo*Cd); 
    d12=0.5*(Zo*Cd-(Bd/Zo)); 
    d21 =-d12; 
    d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Zo)-Zo*Cd); 
    dofm=[d11 d12;d21 d22]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%         
Computing the matrix for the delay after sensing element   %%%%%%%%%% 
    thetad=2*pi*f*ds2/Vs; 
    Ad=cos(thetad) ; 
    Bd=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetad); 
    Cd=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetad)/Zo; 
    Dd=cos(thetad); 
    thetaed=acos(Ad); 
    Ze=Bd/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaed)); 
    d11 =0.5*(2*Ad+(Bd/Zo)+Zo*Cd); 
    d12=0.5*(Zo*Cd-(Bd/Zo)); 
    d21 =-d12; 
    d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Zo)-Zo*Cd); 
    dam=[d11 d12;d21 d22];  
    %response of complete device 
    m=t1*dbm*dofm*dam*t3; 
    k=t1 *dbm*dofm*dam*[t133;t233]; 
    p=[t311 t321]*dbm*dofm*dam*t3; 
    l=[t311 t321]*dbm*dofm*dam*[t133;t233]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Computing 
y-parameters for the SAW delay line      %%%%%%%%%%%    
    y11(n)=(t331-(p(1,1)*t131/m(1,1))); 
    y21(n)=-t313*t131/m(1 ,1); 
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    y12(n)=l(1 ,1)-(p(1 ,1 )*k(1 ,1 )/m(1,1)); 
    y22(n)=t333-(t313*k(1, 1)/m(1, 1)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%   Computing S21 using the y-parameters     
%%%%% 
  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    s21 (n)=-2*y21 (n)/((1 +y11 (n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
    s12(n)=-2*y12(n)/((1 +y11 (n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
    s11 (n)=((1-y11 (n))*(1 +y22(n))+y12(n)*y21 (n))/((1 +y11 
(n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
    s22(n)=((1 +y11 (n))*(1-y22(n))+y12(n)*y21 (n))/((1 +y11 
(n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
     
    z11 =((1 +s11 (n))*(1-s22(n))+s12(n)*s21 (n))/((1-s11 (n))*(1-
s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
    z12=2*s12(n)/((1-s11 (n))*(1-s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
    z21 =2*s21 (n)/((1-s11 (n))*(1-s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
    z22=((1-s11 (n))*(1 +s22(n))+s12(n)*s21 (n))/((1-s11 (n))*(1-
s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  
Modified s-parameter including source and load impedance     %%%% 
      s21new(n)=-50*z12/(z12^2-(z11 +50)*(z22+50)); 
    phase(n)=angle(s21new(n)); 
    n=n+1; 
     
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plotting the Results     %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
f1=f_array./1e6;     % Frequency range 
in MHz (convenient in plotting) 
Amplitude=20*log10(abs(s21new));          % Amplitude 
of transmission coefficient S21  
Refl=20*log(abs(s11));     % Amplitude 
of reflection coefficient S11 
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phase_deg=angle(s21new)*180/pi;          % Phase of 
S21 in DEGREE 
 
%[ax,h1,h2]=plotyy(f,Refl,f,phase_deg);   %
 Frequency vs. magnitude and phase of S11 
[ax,h1,h2]=plotyy(f1,Amplitude,f1,phase_deg);  %
 Frequency vs. magnitude and phase of S21   
title('Frequency Response of SAW Delay Line');  %
 Title of plot 
xlabel('Frequency (MHz)');    % X-axis label 
set(h1,'LineWidth',2) 
set(h2,'LineWidth',0.5) 
set(get(ax(1), 'Ylabel'), 'String', 'dB')  % Left Y-
axis label 
set(get(ax(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Phase angle (deg)') %
 Right Y-axis label% 





% %%%%%          Effect of thinning of sensing element on phase of 






%     hBr=220e-9:-(220e-9/1359):0; 
     
k11Fe =(0.022+(0.091*(hFe/lambdao))+ 7.9*(hFe/lambdao)):  %
 Self coupling coefficient for LiNbO3 substrate 
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% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
 Shifted freq and velocity for Fe             %%%%%%%  
faFe = (Vs/lambdao).*(1-k11Fe);              %frequency of saw for 
sensing element 
VFe = (lambdao/4).*(4.*faFe*fo./(2*fo-faFe));  %velocity of saw for 
sensing element 
n=1; 
for f=f_array            % Frequency Range 
    lambda=Vs/f;    % Acoustic wavelength 
    omega=2*pi*f;    % Angular frequency 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%          
Computing the ABCD matrix for a single finger %%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
     thetaf=2*pi*f*df/Vs; 
    thetam=2*pi*f*dm/Vm; 
    Af=cos(thetaf) ; 
    Bf=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetaf); 
    Cf=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaf)/Zo; 
    Of=cos(thetaf); 
    Am=cos(thetam); 
    Bm=sqrt(-1 )*Zm*sin(thetam); 
    Cm=sqrt(-1)*sin(thetam)/Zm; 
    Dm=cos(thetam); 
    Afinger=[Af Bf;Cf Of]*[Am Bm;Cm Dm]*[Af Bf;Cf Of]; 
    Ase=Afinger(1 ,1); 
    Bse=Afinger(1,2); 
    Cse=Afinger(2,1); 
    Ose=Afinger(2,2); 
    thetae=acos(Ase) ; 
    Ze=Bse/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetae)); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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    %%%%%      Computing the 2x2 matrix for a single finger in the 
lDT %%%%%     
    t11 =0.5*(2*Ase+(Bse/Zo)+Zo*Cse); 
    t12=0.5*(Zo*Cse-(Bse/Zo)); 
    t13=((sqrt(-1 )*tan(thetae/2)*(Zo^0.5))/(2*Ze))*(-Ase-1-
(Bse/Zo)); 
    t21 =-t12; 
    t22=conj(t11 ); 
    t23=sqrt(-1 )*tan(thetae/2)*(Zo^0.5)*(1 +Ase-(Bse/Zo))/(2*Ze); 
    t31=2*t13; 
    t32=-2*t23; 
    t33=sqrt(-1)*omega*Co*W*0.5+sqrt(-1)*2*(tan(thetae/2)/Ze)-
sqrt(-1)*(sin(thetae)*(tan(thetae/2)^2))/Ze; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Computing the 2x2 lDT matrix for finger pair %%%%%%%%%%%    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%       
    t1=[t11 t12;t21 t22]^Nt1; 
    t3=[t11 t12;t21 t22]^Nt2; 
    t111=t1(1,1); 
    t113=t3(1,1 ); 
    t121 =t1 (1 ,2); 
    t123=t3(1,2); 
    t211 =t1 (2, 1); 
    t213=t3(2,1); 
    t221 =t1 (2,2); 
    t223=t3(2,2); 
    Bp=[t13;t23]+[t11 t12;t21 t22]*[-t13;-t23]; 
    Cp=[t31 t32]*[t11 t12;t21 t22]+[-t31 -t32]; 
    t33p=2*t33+[t31 t32]*[-t13;-t23]; 
    Tp=[t11 t12;t21 t22]^2; 
    tauin=[0;0]; 
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    tauprimein=[0 0]; 
    tauout=[0;0]; 
    tauprimeout=[0 0]; 
    t333=(Nt2/2)*t33p; 
    t331 =(Nt1/2)*t33p; 
     
%%%%%%%%   Computing t13, t23, t31, t32, t33 values for the overall 
lDT     %%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    for i1=1:(Nt1/2) 
        tauin=tauin+(Tp^(i1-1))*Bp; 
        tauprimein=tauprimein+Cp*Tp^(i1-1); 
        t331 =t331 +((Nt1/2)-i1 )*Cp*Tp^(i1-1 )*Bp; 
    end 
 
    for i2=1 :(Nt2/2) 
        tauout=tauout+(Tp^(i2-1))*Bp; 
        tauprimeout=tauprimeout+Cp*Tp^(i2-1 ); 
        t333=t333+((Nt2/2)-i2)*Cp*Tp^(i2-1 )*Bp; 
    end 
 
    t131=tauin(1,1); 
    t133=tauout(1,1); 
    t231 =tauin(2,1); 
    t233=tauout(2,1); 
    t311 =tauprimein(1,1); 
    t313=tauprimeout(1,1); 
    t321 =tauprimein(1,2); 
    t323=tauprimeout(1,2); 
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    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%    
Computing the matrix elements for the delay before sensing element 
%%%%%%% 
    thetad=2*pi*f*ds1/Vs; 
    Ad=cos(thetad) ; 
    Bd=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetad); 
    Cd=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetad)/Zo; 
    Dd=cos(thetad); 
    thetaed=acos(Ad); 
    Ze=Bd/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaed)); 
    d11 =0.5*(2*Ad+(Bd/Zo)+Zo*Cd); 
    d12=0.5*(Zo*Cd-(Bd/Zo)); 
    d21 =-d12; 
    d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Zo)-Zo*Cd); 
    dbm=[d11 d12;d21 d22]; 
    %%%%%%%%%%%% Computing the matrix for the sensing element 
(Fe) %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
    thetad=2*pi*f*ds/VFe; 
    Ad=cos(thetad) ; 
    Bd=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetad); 
    Cd=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetad)/Zo; 
    Dd=cos(thetad); 
    thetaed=acos(Ad); 
    Ze=Bd/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaed)); 
    d11 =0.5*(2*Ad+(Bd/Zo)+Zo*Cd); 
    d12=0.5*(Zo*Cd-(Bd/Zo)); 
    d21 =-d12; 
    d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Zo)-Zo*Cd); 
    dofm=[d11 d12;d21 d22]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%         Computing the matrix for the delay after sensing element        
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    thetad=2*pi*f*ds2/Vs; 
    Ad=cos(thetad) ; 
    Bd=sqrt(-1 )*Zo*sin(thetad); 
    Cd=sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetad)/Zo; 
    Dd=cos(thetad); 
    thetaed=acos(Ad); 
    Ze=Bd/(sqrt(-1 )*sin(thetaed)); 
    d11 =0.5*(2*Ad+(Bd/Zo)+Zo*Cd); 
    d12=0.5*(Zo*Cd-(Bd/Zo)); 
    d21 =-d12; 
    d22=0.5*(2*Ad-(Bd/Zo)-Zo*Cd); 
    dam=[d11 d12;d21 d22];  
    %response of complete device 
    m=t1*dbm*dofm*dam*t3; 
    k=t1 *dbm*dofm*dam*[t133;t233]; 
    p=[t311 t321]*dbm*dofm*dam*t3; 
    l=[t311 t321]*dbm*dofm*dam*[t133;t233]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %       
Computing y-parameters for the SAW delay line    
    y11(n)=(t331-(p(1,1)*t131/m(1,1))); 
    y21(n)=-t313*t131/m(1 ,1); 
    y12(n)=l(1 ,1)-(p(1 ,1 )*k(1 ,1 )/m(1,1)); 
    y22(n)=t333-(t313*k(1, 1)/m(1, 1)); 
%%%%%%%%    Computing S21 using the y-parameters            
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
      s21 (n)=-2*y21 (n)/((1 +y11 (n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
    s12(n)=-2*y12(n)/((1 +y11 (n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
    s11 (n)=((1-y11 (n))*(1 +y22(n))+y12(n)*y21 (n))/((1 +y11 
(n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
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    s22(n)=((1 +y11 (n))*(1-y22(n))+y12(n)*y21 (n))/((1 +y11 
(n))*(1 +y22(n))-y12(n)*y21 (n)); 
     
    z11 =((1 +s11 (n))*(1-s22(n))+s12(n)*s21 (n))/((1-s11 (n))*(1-
s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
    z12=2*s12(n)/((1-s11 (n))*(1-s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
    z21 =2*s21 (n)/((1-s11 (n))*(1-s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
    z22=((1-s11 (n))*(1 +s22(n))+s12(n)*s21 (n))/((1-s11 (n))*(1-
s22(n))-s12(n)*s21 (n)); 
  
    %%%%%%%% %       Modified s-parameter including source and load 
impedance %%%%%%%    
    s21new(n)=-50*z12/(z12^2-(z11 +50)*(z22+50)); 
    phase(n)=angle(s21new(n)); 







%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Phase Unwrapping      %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
xu = phase_ary;   % Phase of S21 is saved in the 
form of array 
for i=2:length(xu)   % Starting from 2nd value of 
phase 
    difference = xu(i)-xu(i-1);  % Difference between 
2nd and 3rd phase values and so on 
    if difference > 180   % Condition 1: if 
difference is greater than 180 degrees 
        xu(i:end) = xu(i:end) - (2*180); % Substract 360 
degress from 2nd phase value and also from all remaining values  
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    elseif difference < -180  % Condition 2: if 
difference is smaller than 180 degrees 
        xu(i:end) = xu(i:end) + (2*180); % Add 360 degress 
to 2nd phase value and also to all remaining values  
    end 
end 
 
UW_phase_ary = (abs(xu));   % Unwrapped phase   
 
%%%%%%%%%%% Plotting the Results      %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
subplot (2,1,1) 
plot(h_Fe,phase_ary,'--','LineWidth',2);  % Thickness 
of Fe vs. Wrapped phase 
title('Wrapped Phase');     % Title of 
plot 
xlabel('Thickness nm');     % X-axis 
label 




    plot(h_Fe,(UW_phase_ary),'--r','LineWidth',2); % Thickness 
of Fe vs. Unwrapped phase 
    xlabel('Thickness (nm)');    % X-axis 
label 
    ylabel('Unwrapped phase (deg)');   % Y-axis 
label 
    %axis([0 512 -6.5 6.5]) 
    title('The unwrapped phase ');   % Title of 
plot 
